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AND MORE...

VIRTUOUS CIRCLES

THE BEAUTY 
UNDERNEATH

76.83

VINYL (RE)TURNS

90.93

STONE CIRCLES

120.123

This issue is an invitation to flow between different circles and their meaning, to explore the intimate 
relationship between the cyclic lessons of history and the cycle of life itself. INDEX.

LOVE AT FIRST BITE
Born and raised in Italy, it crossed the Atlantic and was taken 
around the globe. It was a humble food before reaching royal 
households. It belonged to a nation and today belongs to everyone. 
This is the story of pizza, served in bites.
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BOTERO

From the hands of Fernando Botero, 
a distinctive form of art is born. Paintings 

and sculptures that depict round and 
voluminous artistic shapes establish his 

own clear, distinct and circular style.

In 1989, the opening of Jerónimo Martins 
to the stock market would pave the way for 

a remarkable growth in the following decades. 
In 30 years, our market capitalisation 

increased thirtyfold.

COOPERAGE

MILK 
ROUND 

EVOLUTION

“There used to be six cooper’s workshops in the area. Now, it’s just me.” 
Marek Wilk is one of few Polish coopers still working in this unique trade. 
We take a look at the secrets of this traditional craft.

It’s part of a common imaginary: at the 
breaking of dawn, a pristine milk bottle 

is delivered at the doorstep by the milkman. 
The milk round tradition might have 

changed, but Pingo Doce challenges itself 
to bring back the freshest milk.

110.117

TWO SIDES 
ONE WAY

50.55

In 1989, Poland underwent 
a peaceful transition from 

communism to democracy, made 
possible through negotiations 

and compromise, as well as social 
mobilisation and engagement.

200 YEARS 
OF COLOMBIA

24.29

STOCK 
EXCHANGE

DELIGHTFUL 
SOMBRERO

46.49
56.59

In the current departments of Córdoba and 
Sucre in the Colombian Caribbean Region, 
about five hours away from Cartagena de 

Indias, local communities are responsible for 
cutting, stripping and braiding the arrowhead 

tree (caña flecha), to shape one of the main 
symbols of the Colombian culture.

It was precisely two centuries ago that the 
decisive battle over the Boyacá Bridge took 
place. Under the command of heroes such 

as Simón Bolívar, the Colombian army 
ensured the Independence of the country.

104.109

70.75

SHOP AROUND 
THE CLOCK

130.135

INESCAPABLE 
BEAUTY 

60.69
Omnipresent in nature, the circle also plays 

a central role in the man-made world, 
in domains ranging from design to religion. 

Manuel Lima, Design Lead at Google, 
and the renowned graphic designer Stefan 

Sagmeister gave us their perspective on this 
40,000-year-old fixation.



CONTRIBUTORS.
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ŁUKASZ 
BERTRAM
SOCIOLOGIST, 

RESEARCHER AND AUTHOR

Łukasz Bertram is a Graduate of the Institute 
of Sociology at the University of Warsaw. 

In September 2019, he submitted a PhD thesis 
on the Polish political elite of 1948–1956 
and the biographical experiences of Polish 

communists. He has been a researcher for the 
National Science Centre and the Institute 

of Sociology. He also researched the 
democratic opposition in Poland from 1976 

to 1989, being the author of two books 
on the topic. He has published texts on the 
transformation of Poland’s political system 

in 1989–1990 in “Kultura Liberalna”, 
“Polityka” and “Karta” publications.

CARLOS 
CASTAÑO

ANTHROPOLOGIST

Carlos Castaño Uribe is an anthropologist 
at the Los Andes University, with a Master’s 

degree in environmental education and 
a PhD in American Anthropology from the 

Complutense University of Madrid. Currently, he 
is the Director of the Caribbean Environmental 

Heritage Foundation and, recently, Carlos 
Castaño Uribe has been recognized for the 

discovery of Chiribiquete, in Colombia.

MANUEL 
LIMA

DESIGNER, LECTURER 
AND RESEARCHER 

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, 
Manuel Lima was nominated by Creativity 
magazine as “one of the 50 most creative 
and influential minds of 2009”. He is the 
founder of VisualComplexity.com, Design 

Lead at Google, and a regular teacher of data 
visualization at Parsons School of Design. He is 
the author of three books translated into several 

languages, including The Book of Circles: 
Visualizing Spheres of Knowledge (2017). 

JOURNALIST 
AND WRITER

Mauricio Silva Guzmán is a journalist, writer 
and editor-in-chief of “Bocas” magazine. 

He is also a food columnist at “El Tiempo” 
magazine. Author of some best-sellers in 
Colombia, including “La Leyenda de los 

Escarabajos” (2017), that brings together one 
hundred moments of Colombian national cycling. 

MAURICIO 
SILVA

JAN 
BŁASZCZAK

CONTRIBUTING JOURNALIST 
AND AUTHOR

Jan Błaszczak works at the programming 
department of the National Film Archive – 
Audiovisual Institute (Filmoteka Narodowa 
– Instytut Audiowizualny), contributes to 
the Polish magazine “Przekrój” and to the 

“Tygodnik Powszechny” weekly magazine. 
Author of “The Dom. Nowojorska bohema na 
polskim Lower East Side”, a book published in 
2018 in the American series of Wydawnictwo 
Czarne, he has also contributed to “Polityka”, 

“Machina”, “Wprost” and “Gazeta 
Magnetofonowa”, and worked as a reporter for 
Polish radio station Program II Polskiego Radia.

JAVIER ORTIZ 
CASSIANI

HISTORIAN 
AND WRITER

Javier has a PhD in History of the Colegio 
de México, Master’s in History of Universidad 
de los Andes and Historian of the Universidad 
de Cartagena. He is a specialist in the history 

of culture and history of Afro-descendants. He 
has been an advisor on issues of heritage and 
Afro-descendant population of the Ministry 
of Culture. Author of the books “El incómodo 

color de la memoria”, “Un diablo al que le llaman 
tren”, and co-author of “Desorden en la plaza”. 
In 2014 he received the Afro-Colombian Prize 
of the year. He also works as a columnist of the 
newspapers “El Espectador” and “El Heraldo”.

MAŁGOSIA 
MINTA

FOOD JOURNALIST, 
BLOGGER AND AUTHOR

Małgosia Minta writes for “Wysokie Obcasy” 
and “Vogue Poland”, for culinary and lifestyle 

magazines (“USTA”, “Kukbuk”, “Label” 
magazine), and for “Food Service Polska”. She 
covers major gastronomic events, such as the 

World’s 50 Best Restaurants gala and Michelin 
Guide premieres. Being an expert on culinary 
trends and experiences, she created the first 

Polish conference for the culinary blogosphere: 
Food blogger Fest. She travels for food and writes 

about her journeys in her blog MintaEats.com 
and on her Instagram profile, winning the 2019 

Académie Internationale de la Gastronomie 
Award in the Multimedia category.

ARCHAEOLOGIST 
AND RESEARCHER

Piotr Łuczkiewicz is head of the Institute of 
Archaeology at the Maria Curie-Skłodowska 

University, in Lublin, Poland and an 
archaeologist, researching Germanic and Celtic 
peoples in Europe in the last centuries BC and 

the first centuries AC and their mutual contacts. 
He is also a specialist in the field of armaments 

and fighting methods of ancient peoples and 
conducts excavations at the great Goth cemetery 
in Malbork-Wielbark in northern Poland. He is 
the author of two books and has published over 

sixty scientific papers.

 PIOTR 
ŁUCZKIEWICZ



OBRIGADO.
Thank you.

Dziękuję.
GRACIAS.

Alexandre Soares dos Santos 

1934 - 2019 
“A lesson of life, of conduct. That’s the only thing I want to leave behind. 

The rest is a legacy to be taken care of, something other people contributed to. 
Mine is what I believe in, what I love, what I stand for.”
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PEDRO
SOARES

DOS
SANTOS

Being his son and the President of this Group, 
I now feel the increased responsibility of being 
the stronger link in the chain of our Family’s 
values, which have been shaping this Company’s 
culture for nearly 100 years: entrepreneurship, 
meritocracy, social and environmental 
consciousness and commitment.
True leaders know that these are the chains that 
can never be broken. That the closing of a cycle 
must always be accompanied by the opening of a 
new one. The most common visual representation 

Living life is a great deal about learning 
how to open and close cycles better and better. 
Alexandre Soares dos Santos, my father, passed 
away last August and that means the unavoidable 
end of a very important cycle for us. He led 
Jerónimo Martins for more than 45 years and we 
owe to his very charismatic and strong leadership 
our ambition for continuous growth and our 
transformation from a medium Portuguese 
Company to an international Group with 
operations in two continents.

of a cycle is the circle. And this is how we picked 
the central theme of this Feed’s issue.
The circular form is present in many aspects of our 
lives, whether in nature, in products we use 
in our everyday life or in the routines and rituals 
that are somehow repeated or reinvented. The 
circle brings us also a symbolic dimension 
associated to an ideal of harmony, completeness 
and perfection (the mandala in the cover of this 
magazine is a representation of such symbolism, 
an expression of the various layers in each one’s life, 
from what is more grounded to what is spiritual).
This issue is an invitation to flow between 
different circles and their meaning, to explore the 
intimate relationship between the cyclic lessons 
of history and the cycle of life itself. 
We look into the mystical circular hole that exists 
in the middle of the Colombian Amazon jungle, 
we seek the source of inspiration of Maestro 
Fernando Botero for his sculptures and paintings, 
we discover the renewed interest in a product 
fallen into disuse – the vinyl record – and its 
second life in Biedronka stores. With the story 
of our fresh milk in Portugal we also explain how 
we are closing the loop between sustainability 
and arriving quickly at consumers’ tables. 
In food retail and in the fast-moving-consumer-
goods (FMCG) industry in general we know how 
much we depend on our ability to keep the wheel 
spinning and the products rotating. So circular 
movement is also part of what we are: a round-
the-clock business, more and more committed 
to feeding virtuous circles every day.

Pedro Soares dos Santos, 
Chairman of the Jerónimo Martins Group

CIRCLES
THE POWER OF 

Circular 
movement 
is also part 

of what we are: 
a round-the-clock 

business, 
more and more 

committed 
to feeding 

virtuous circles 
every day.
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HEBE 
GOES 

ONLINE

RICARDO 
DE CASTRO, 

A ‘VIRTUOSO’ 
OF DESIGN

Since  July this year, makeup and 
personal care lovers in Poland can now 
buy a wide range of selected cosmetics 
all-around-the-clock. The new Hebe 
online store, available at www.hebe.pl, 
is one of the company’s first step 
toward enhancing its omnichannel 
approach. By registering on the 
website, customers automatically 
become members of the Hebe loyalty 
programme and can benefit from 
a wide range of dedicated promotions 
to match their needs, being fragrances, 
makeup, body, skin or face cosmetics. 
The first Hebe store opened seven 
years ago in Warsaw. Since then, more 
than 225 stores were opened and 3.5 
millions active loyalty cards were used. 1.

Freshin
NEWS FROM OUR WORLD

Polish writer Olga Tokarczuk was recently awarded 
with the 2018 Nobel Prize in Literature.
Particularly noted for the mythical tone of her 
writing, Tokarczuk won the Nobel for her “narrative 
imagination that with encyclopedic passion represents 
the crossing of boundaries as a form of life”, as stated 
by the Nobel Committee.
The 2018 award had been postponed due to controversy 
within the Nobel committee, and the Swedish Academy 
ended up giving two awards in 2019: one to Tokarczuk 
and another to the Austrian Peter Handke.  Bestseller 
and author of important novels such as “The Doll and 
the Pearl” and “Anna in the Tombs of the World”, 
Tokarczuk also won the Man Booker International 
Prize for her novel “Flights” in 2018.

OLGA TOKARCZUK 
WINS NOBEL 2.

TIME TO SAVE 
THE OCEANS
Lisbon is going to host the 2020 
UN Ocean Conference, an event to move 
forward the organization’s sustainable 
development agenda under the umbrella 
“Action for People and Planet.”
With an overall goal to conserve and use 
oceans, seas and marine resources, in order 
to promote a sustainable development, and 
with an overarching theme of “Scaling 
up ocean action based on science and 
innovation”, the UN Ocean Conference will 
happen between June 2 and  June 6, 2020.
The accreditation for non-governmental 
and civil society organizations, academic 
institutions and the scientific community, 
both for the Conference and its preparatory 
meeting in February 2020, as well as other 
information, are now available via the 
website oceanconference.un.org.

3.
Colombian architect Ricardo De Castro and his 
project “Marquise Deposit of Rain Water” have been awarded 
at the A’ Design Awards, the largest international design 
contest in the world.
The award-winning project consists of a 145 metres high large 
glass and steel monument, being the structure surrounded by a 
water mirror that hides two tanks that collect rainwater allowing 
the reuse of these waters for irrigation in surrounding areas: the 
award is a recognition of the use of technology and research to 
design solutions to the socio-environmental needs of our cities, 
leaving a great legacy for the new generations.
A design hero in his country and an innovator, the Colombian 
architect is notable for the unique ability to create spaces of 
great symbolism and high sensorial impact, with his passion for 
nature inspiring him to transform surfaces and materials into 
sustainable and enduring works of art, as it happened with the 
project El Marquise.
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People have been fascinated with pizza forever, 
as well as the mystery surrounding where it comes 
from and the name itself. Born and raised in Italy, 
it crossed the Atlantic and was taken around 
the globe. It was a humble food before reaching 
royal households. It belonged to a nation 
and today belongs to everyone. This is the 
story of pizza, served in bites.

LOVE AT FIRST BITE:

 A CASE OF 

PIZZA

while World “Pizzaiolo” 
Day falls on January 17.

JUNE 10
The International Pizza Day 
is celebrated on 

NASA ASTRONAUTS THREW 
A PIZZA PARTY ON THE 

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION, 
SERVING UP PIZZAS THEY 

MADE THEMSELVES.

2017

The art of the Neapolitan 
“Pizzaiolo” was inscribed in 

‘s

representative list of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in 2017.

UNESCO’S

Norway is the country 
with the largest pizza 

consumption per capita: 
11 pizzas per person, 

per year.
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“THE only thing I would like is to go out one 
day, without being recognised, and go to a pizzeria for a pizza.” 
In 2015, His Holiness, Pope Francis, made this confession to the 
Vatican Radio, demonstrating the inescapable seduction of an 
oven-baked dish created over two millennia ago, elevating it to 
sacred status. Or just about. Both Italians and Greeks continue 
to lay claim to the invention in a tasty discussion sprinkled with 
multiple theories about the origin of the word “pizza”. And, if 
there is an extra seat at the table, it would belong to Germany.
Let’s start with the base. The 1907 edition of Vocabolario 
Etimologico della Lingua Italiana states that the word is derived 
from the dialectal “pinza” (from the Latin pinsere, which means 
“to pound”, “stamp”). Other theories suggest that the word comes 
from the medieval Greek “pitta” (“cake”, “pie”) or the Old High 
German (500-1050) “bizzo” or “pizzo” (“bite”, “morsel”). 

In literature, the first references to pizza appear in Classical 
Antiquity. The Aeneid, written by Virgilio (19 BC), speaks 
of the tradition of putting ingredients on flatbread. Surprisingly 
though, at the time, it was only used as a plate. However, when 
famished, nothing was wasted, as described in the passage below: 
“Shortly after arriving in Latium, Aeneas and his crew sat down 
beneath a tree and laid out ‘thin wheaten cakes as platters for 
their meal’. They then scattered them with mushrooms and herbs 
they had found in the woods and guzzled them down, crust and all, 
prompting Aeneas’ son Ascanius to exclaim: ‘Look! We’ve even 
eaten our plates!’”
The plate was first referred to by the name “pizza” in an official 
document in 997. The document, a lease agreement for a mill, 
is kept at the notarial archive of Gaete, a small town in the region 
of Lazio, in central Italy. It stipulated that the feudal landlord 
had to give 12 pizzas, among other foodstuffs, to the local Bishop 
every Christmas.  The second officially documented reference 
to the word pizza appeared in 1570, when the personal cook to 
Pope Pius V published The Opera Of Bartolomeo Scappi - L’arte 
et prudenza d’un maestro cuoco (The Art and Craft of a Master 
Cook). Scappi introduces pizza as a sweet dish (which helps 
to explain today’s chocolate pizza craze), in a recipe that uses 
almonds, pine nuts, dates, figs and raisins as the main ingredients, 
which are crushed to obtain a paste. For the base, egg yolks, sugar, 
cinnamon and grape must are mixed with... rose water. 

FROM POVERTY TO ROYALTY
A few more centuries passed before pizza as we know it today 
took form. This brings us to Naples, where the art of the 
Neapolitan ‘Pizzaiuolo’ was classified by UNESCO as Intangible 
Culture Heritage. Under the House of Bourbon (1734-1860), 
Naples was one of the largest cities in Europe and its economy 
was growing, fuelled by agriculture and trade. However, 15 % 
of the 340 thousand inhabitants were living in extreme poverty. 
They were messengers and casual labourers, known as lazzaroni, 
because they resembled Lazarus. At the time, street vendors would 
sell pizza, which they carried in large boxes under their arms, 
to these folk as a staple meal. Alexandre Dumas, who visited 
Naples in 1835, wrote in Le Corricolo (1843): “The Neapolitan 
of the lower class [known as lazzarone (lazzaroni, plural) or 
lazzaro (lazzari, plural), a peculiarly poor class of the Neapolitan 

society] is not wretched; for his necessities are in exact harmony 
with his desires. What does he wish to eat? A pizza [implying that 
pizza is a humble food] or a slice of watermelon suffices.” And 
what was it made of?: “The pizza is a sort of bun (...) it is round, 
and made of the same dough as bread. (...) The pizza is prepared 
with bacon, with lard, with cheese, with tomatoes, with [petits, 
“small”] fish.” In the same chapter, the French writer refers to 
pizza as “the gastronomic thermometer of the market”, because 
its price varied depending on the day’s catch.
The contempt for pizza was such that the dish continued to be 
omitted from cook books, published in the second half of the 19th 
century, which, curiously, was when the first pizzerias appeared. 
However, all this would change after the Italian unification. 
It would finally see glory when King Umberto I and Queen 
Margherita of Savoy visited Naples in 1889. Summoned to prepare 
local specialities for the Queen, Raffaele Esposito, chef from 

Pizzeria di Pietro e Basta Così (founded in 1780 and today known 
as Pizzeria Brandi) prepared three different types of pizza. 
Relishing all of them, she particularly liked the three-coloured 
pizza with tomatoes, mozzarella and basil. Esposito christened 
it the “Margherita” in honour of the queen. Since then, the 
Margherita has become the queen of pizza.

BORN AND RAISED IN ITALY, 
GROWN IN AMERICA
After glory, came the recognition of pizza as a national dish. In the 
1930s an increasing number of Neapolitans migrated north, taking 
the recipe with them. During the second world war, the Allied soldiers 
who invaded Italy discovered pizza. But it was in the post-war period 
that pizza became really famous, thanks to the boom in tourism. 
With the wave of migrating Neapolitans to the east coast of the 
United States, pizza found its second home. In 1905, the first 
pizzeria opened its doors in New York - Lombardi’s. From then 
on, nothing could stop it: it was love at first bite. In the 1950s, 
Dean Martin celebrated pizza by singing “When a moon hits your 
eye like a big pizza pie… that’s Amore”. In the 1960s, frozen pizza 
took the market by storm and then came pizza delivery, in the 
following decade. 
Contrary to globalisation, the formula changed, leading to the 
creation of countless versions and, to the dismay of purists, 
in 1962, in Canada, the most controversial ingredient in pizza 
history was added: pineapple. But arguing about personal taste 
is pointless. What matters is savouring the taste and experience 
of such a privileged menu. Just take Pope Francis’ word for it.
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WHY DO WE LOVE 
PIZZA SO MUCH?
The crispiness of the crust. The chewiness of the cheese. 
The moistness of the sauce. The Holy Trinity comes 
as symphony of flavours, whose notes merge together 
to disappear in our mouth, please the amygdala and feed 
the brain. But first, the smell. The scent a pizza in the oven 
spreads clings to people, inebriating them, making them 
hungry, calling the other senses for a singular experience. 
More than an affair, perhaps, it is a survival mechanism. 
Gail Vance Civille, founder and president of Sensory 
Spectrum, explains: “The fat gives you satiety, the sugar 
in the bread and the sauce is satisfying, and the salt 
is going to keep you alive.” Besides, it is a community 
coming together type of food, and no other food replicates 
it like that. Where there is pizza, there is surely is a party.
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The hands of a great pizzaiolo are worth nothing without 
great ingredients. In the northeast region of Spain, 

wheat is carefully grown and milled to create the basis 
of a delicious piece of heaven. Welcome to Casa Tarradellas.

IN THE county of Osona (located 80 km 
north of Barcelona), the magnificent Plana de Vic has seen cereals 
being grown for centuries. Surrounded by the Pyrenees, snow-capped  
for a large part of the year, and exuberant vegetation, the plain 
is the epicentre of an ancestral tradition kept alive and improved 
day after day by Casa Tarradellas on finding the best solutions 
for daily meals. Founded in 1976, the food company started as 
a family business to become a leader in the Spanish market in 
each category it is involved: pizza, fuet, pâtés and sliced meat 
products. The big change came in 1997, with the launch of the 
first chilled pizza in the Spanish market. Casa Tarradellas is now 
one of the top 10 brands in Spain and one of Jerónimo Martins’ 

suppliers. In every bite lies the unique taste of homemade that 
only the respect for each ingredient can provide. This flavour 
can be experienced in Portugal and Poland by Pingo Doce and 
Biedronka customers. 

THE INFINITE CYCLE OF WHEAT
“From our wheat, our flour. From our flour, our fresh pizzas.” 
Casa Tarradellas is the only pizza producer in Europe that 
produces its own flour. It all starts in Winter. The freezing cold 
tells it is time for the cycle to restart. The humidity has achieved 
its optimal level. The seeds were carefully chosen. The land keeps 
them as a treasure to beharvested in June. When the grain finally 
sprouts, the field is painted in green and welcomes a new season, 

Tasting

in every bite
HOMEMADE
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from which fair temperatures and rains are expected so that the 
wheat can grow strong. In April, this green carpet covers the 
field and one can see the spikes. The harvest is getting closer. 
By the end of Spring, the wheat begins to dry, and the verdant 
tapestry gives space to a golden blanket. The crunching of the 
straw above the feet and its unmistakable smell. After almost 
nine months of wait, the moment has come to grind the cereal 
and obtain the flour. Stored in grain silos, the wheat waits a little 
more to be transformed. The wheat grain is cleaned to remove 
straw, dust and stones. Then, it is ground in various cylinders to 
break the grain and takes the flour inside. 300 tonnes of it are 
produced here every day.

GLUTEN AND LACTOSE-FREE PIZZA
The flour leaves the mill (which integrates a research centre) and 
travels to one of Casa Tarradellas’ five pizza factories. It is not 
a long trip, considering they are spread over a 20 square km area. 
There is where pizza dough balls are left to ferment and await 
the recipe that will give them personality: fresh or frozen, stone 
baked, ultra-thin and crispy, or with a stuffed base, family sized, 

From this 
state-of-the-art 
mill, integrated 
on a research center, 
comes the flour used 
to produce the pizza 
base.

Casa Tarradellas was the first 
in Spain to launch a gluten-free 
stone baked pizza of high quality 
at an affordable price.

medium or small, they come with plentiful toppings, from the 
classic ham and cheese to Italian-style carbonara. Despite their 
differences, all references have two more things in common: they 
are made with 100 % natural ingredients and a low quantity of 
yeast used to as a leavening agent. 9 varieties can be found anytime 
at Pingo Doce stores (but the number goes up to 15, with seasonal 
sorts) and 6 hit Biedronka shelves all year round (going up to 14, 
with temporary varieties). 
In this big production compound, there is a mill solely for fresh dough 
and gluten-free pizzas. This is another aspect in which the company 
was also a pioneer: Casa Tarradellas was the first in Spain to launch 
a gluten-free stone baked pizza of high quality at an affordable price. 
Available at Jerónimo Martins’ stores in Poland and Portugal, it has 
ham, cheese, tomato and spices and is also lactose-free. “It is an 
inclusive pizza, in the sense that it is a pizza for the family. A family 
that includes and welcomes at the table its members who are gluten 
and lactose-intolerant. It is a pizza for everyone”, explains Josep 
Terradellas Falgueras, the company’s CEO.

A CIRCLE OF TRUST
Casa Tarradellas’ mission is making consumers feel “there’s 
no place like home” and home is where their products are 
from: “our origin, in a rural environment, surrounded by fields 
and with deep-rooted cattle tradition, gives us a culture of 
the product based on the ingredient. At Casa Tarradellas, we 
conceive that our pizzas begin in the field: from the cultivation 
of the wheat field, to the tomato strains that ripen in the sun in 

Can you spot 
THE DIFFERENCE?  

This is a gluten and lactose-free tasty 
pizza produced by Casa Tarradellas 

for Biedronka and Pingo Doce. 
An inclusive one, for everyone.

the Alentejo meadows”, says Josep Terradellas Falgueras.
Since 2009, these attributes have been deserving the Jerónimo 
Martins Group’s trust: “We share the values of quality, food 
safety, proximity, sustainability and the ongoing search for 
improvements. It is a circle of trust that we hope to keep 
prospering as a result of the good experience Jerónimo Martins 
has as a client of our pizzas, fuet and pâtés.”

ECO-PACKAGING 
SOLUTION

 The Casa Tarradellas’s pizza packaging 
is an eco-friendly one. In 2012, the company started to 

recover and reuse the excessive plastic cuts 
and trims generated during the packing process. 

Once cleaned and sterilized, they go through 
a co-extrusion process and are used in the 
packaging of the new freshly baked pizzas 

to promote a circular use of plastic.
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BREAKING 
BREAD

Three typical types of bread from  
Poland, Portugal and Colombia are tastily  

and perfectly round-shaped.  

Celebrated on the second Saturday of September in more than 
80 cities, from Tokyo to New York. 

Included in CNN’s list of the 50 of the 
World’s best breads, published to mark 

the World Bread Day on October 16.

Average daily units produced to be then 
sold in 180 points of sale in Krakow.

73%
OF COLOMBIANS 
EAT AN AREPA 

FOR BREAKFAST

1417 
An official document 

defines it as “corn bread 
that the poor use.”  
The wealthiest only 
enjoyed the crumb.  
In the 20th century,  

it became the bread of all.

2010  
The Krakow bagel has been added to the list of Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI) by the European 
Commission. The certificate strictly determines the 
bread’s weight, shape and production process.

AREPA

BROA  
DE MILHO

OBWARZANEK 
KRAKOWSKIA beloved food in South America, 

particularly in Colombia and Venezuela, 
made from maize. Colombians prefere 

it simple or filled with cheese.

Initially introduced in Galicia, 
it is now widely consumed  

in northern and central Portugal.

Most agree that it was invented by Cracovian Jews after 
1496, when King Jan Sobieski lifted the decree that 
restricted the production of baked goods to the Kraków 
Bakers Guild. Its name derives from “obwarzać” (to 
parboil), a distinctive technique of boiling the dough.

WORLD AREPA DAY

TOP 50

150,000 
22.23
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In the current departments 
of Córdoba and Sucre 
in the Colombian Caribbean 
Region, about five hours 
away from Cartagena de 
Indias, local communities 
are responsible for cutting, 
stripping and braiding 
the arrowhead tree 
(caña flecha), to shape 
one of the main symbols 
of the Colombian culture.

VUELTIAO
sombreroTHE STORY OF A 
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DELIGHTFUL
GO FOR SHOPPING 

THE  old master craftsmen believe that the first 
hats could have been made by their ancestors, indigenous 
people of the Zenú ethnic group dedicated to agriculture, more 
than 300 years ago. As a protection they wore it, while their 
bodies bowed under the sun to sow some seed or dig up the yucas 
or ñames. The masters remember this scene while highlighting 
their current work as guardians of a cultural treasure, which 
emerged from the daily life of the peasants in the depths of the 
tropical dry forest of the Caribbean Region, and perched right on 
the heads of famous presidents and athletes.
Reinel, José and Teófilo, master craftsmen of 57, 77, and 85 years 

BRAIDING 
TIMELESSNESS

old respectively, tell their experiences in Tuchín, Córdoba. They 
describe to us a hat that more than a piece of clothing is a story 
in itself. “Then we made that hat to Bill Clinton and it was the 
traditional one, the ancestral one, which is the hat that wears the 
board back ...”, says Reinel. “The pint of the Flor de la Cocorilla, 
our ancestors were inspired by a bush that threw a fruit and its 
flower was beautiful. So the young women put it on and adorned 
their hair... ”, tell José while he mentions one of the 35 pints that 
adorn the hat’s hatch. “There was no one here who sewed the 
hat on a machine, I was the first one to do it. That was sewn with 
pitas, by hand...”, says Teófilo, who is also Reinel’s father.

Master craftsman 
in the family’s 
handicraft shop, 
where other types 
of garments made 
with Caña Flecha 
are also sold.

Former US President Bill Clinton 
and former Colombian President 
Andrés Pastrana in downtown 
Cartagena, holding a traditional 
sombrero vueltiao crafted in 
Tuchín, Córdoba, in August 2000. 
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DELIGHTFUL
GO FOR SHOPPING

The hat, with its template, wrap and wing, comes out of 
the depths of the earth. It is the result of the leaves of the 
Caña Flecha desvaritas, that is, peeled; of the mud made with 
rainwater, of the dried leaves of the plant known as Teeth 
Cleaner and of a cooking process that, after five days, will give 
the fibers a deep black color. More than 20 thousand people in 
the area work for hours in a complex braiding process, which 
depending on the technique, will produce somewhat rustic hats 
such as quinciano, or more delicate and exclusive ones such as 
decinueve (19)and veintiuno (21).
The result: a cultural piece elaborated based on endless cycles. 
Natural cycles such as the life of Caña Flecha, which will die 
two years after birth, after its roots have spread to create other 
plants; and narrative cycles, because tradition and technique 
are transferred and renewed over the generations by artisans. 
When finally completed each hat, made with more than  
20 metres of braid, represents the beginning and the end of a 
story told by many voices with one purpose only: to keep the 
identity of a whole town alive.  

CAÑA FLECHA
The artisans receive from their parents the 
ancestral knowledge of how to craft the Sombrero 
Vueltiao: from how to sow and care for the 
Caña Flecha to the different braiding techniques, 
which are quite complex and differ from hat to hat. 
The process of desvaritar Caña Flecha is vital. The 
softness of the braid depends on it. 

feed.jeronimomartins.com
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DELIGHTFUL
GO FOR SHOPPING 

EXCLUSIVE 
TURNTABLES

FONICA is a nostalgia-inducing 
name in Poland, since most audio equipment 

from the 60s and 70s was produced under 
that name. After its demise in the nineties, 
the brand was brought back to life in 2012 

by a company from Łódź.
Shaped like a treble clef, made from granite 

or plated with gold, the high-end Fonica 
turntables are individually handmade in 
a small workshop to cater to the highest 

standards of execution. The result: notable 
turntables with timeless design and 

spectacular sound. 
 

http://fonicamusic.com/

FOUNDED  
in 2010 by Nuno Henriques, who 
has experimented and developed an 
increasing interest for handwork, 
Toino Abel is a collective of 
intergenerational artisans that 
share a common love for craft 
and nature. The company takes a 
modern approach to a Portuguese 
tradition that has been lost almost 
completely: the reed basket making. 
Combining design, quality and 
functionality, the collection of straw 
handbags is made to last and meant 
to be timeless. Sustainability is one 
of the project’s pillars: materials 
are grown without the use of any 
herbicides, pesticides, fertilisers 
or pollutants. The crafters only 
use vegetable tanned leather and 
ecological certified cotton. 

 
https://www.toinoabel.com/

BASKETRY 

BAGS

THE BLACK AND BLUE
sombrero vueltiao is a craftmanship of great quality and finesse that fits for any occasion. 
Every aspect of the manufacturing process, from growing the fibre to weaving the hats, 

is done by Zenu Indian artisans on their reservation in Cordoba State, Colombia. 
The quality standard of a Sombrero Vueltiao depends on the number of pairs of caña 

flecha fiber strands used to make the braids that comprise it. This particular one 
is called a ventiuno, which means it is made of woven with 21 pairs of strips, making 
it very resistant and highly flexible. As a matter of fact, it is so supple it can be folded 

compactly, carried in a pocket, and readily unfolded.
 

https://www.productosdecolombia.com/

BLACK AND BLUE 
SOMBRERO VUELTIAO
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DELIGHTFUL
GO FOR SHOPPING

HANDCRAFTED 
WOODEN BICYCLES

POLISH  POTTERY

FOUNDED  in 2011 in Portugal, MUD 
Cycles started as a small company dedicated to the 

restoration of vintage bikes and quickly evolved 
to something really different: the creation of 

a two-wheeled vehicle that would become an object 
of desire. Every item MUD makes is handcrafted with 
expertise and passion, in an attempt to deliver a unique 

design and offer comfort and functionality. All the 
components used on the bicycles are top graded. To 

achieve this result, the prototype was submitted to the 
most extreme tests to ensure its integrity and safety. 

https://www.mudcycles.net/

BORN  in the town of Boleslawiec, 
the tradition of pottery dates back to the 
14th century. Polish Pottery is hand-crafted 
and hand-painted stoneware with sponges 
and brushes by highly-skilled artisans.
Several years ago, amazed by its unique 
patterns and exquisite designs in the local 
pottery festival, the founders of the Polish 
Pottery Shop started this project moved by 
their deep love and passion for tradition. 
It offers thousands of stunning items online 
from more than a dozen artists. They range 
from home décor to plates and platters.
 
https://www.polishpotteryshop.com/

TURNTABLE  

MATS
A product   
designed for vinyl devotees. Airborne 
Vinyl’s mat is made of Portuguese 
100 % natural cork and recycled 
rubber, improving sound quality due 
to its ability to absorb unwanted 
vibrations and resonances. In addition 
to these technical advantages, cork 
also delivers a more sophisticated and 
original appearance to the turntable. 
The result is a perfect combination 
between the vinyl record and 
turntable platter. 
The brand is part of a project based 
in Oporto which aims at providing 
a sound experience with high quality 
audio equipment at competitive prices.

https://airborne-mats.com/

IN NUMEROUS  ethnic groups in the 
Colombian jungle, wooden benches are a symbol of wisdom and 
authority for the Yagé shamans, known as “Taitas” (a Quechua 
word that means “Father”, “Guide” or “Spiritual Guide”). 
Carved in a single piece of wood by indigenous people from 
the Valle del Sibundoy, in Southern Colombia, they provide an 
appropriate space for shamans or spiritual guides to sit and think, 
sing and heal. The paintings in the saddle resemble the ones 
in Kamentzá indigenours community’s typical fabrics.
This item is part of the huge collection of Artesanías de 
Colombia, which promotes Colombian handicrafts to propel the 
commercialization of such products, both internally and abroad. 

http://artesaniasdecolombia.com.co/

KAMENTZÁ 
BENCHS
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Strong leaders never stop challenging 
themselves. And the newest Biedronka store 
raises the bar again. Electric car charging 

terminals and bike sharing stations welcome 
store visitors with a firm environmental 
statement. After all, this is the greenest 

and freshest Biedronka store yet.

FLYING AT A 
HIGHER 

LEVEL
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100% solar and wind-powered lighting 160 photovoltaic panels Electric vehicle charging station

100% solar and wind-powered lighting 160 photovoltaic panels Electric vehicle charging station

100% solar and wind-powered lighting 160 photovoltaic panels Electric vehicle charging station

INAUGURATED in the Warsaw district 
of Białołęka on November 25, the newest Biedronka store was designed so as to limit 
its environmental impact as much as possible, being considered the most modern and 
ecological store of the chain. The brand-new customer experience starts even before 
entering the building: car parking offers an electric car charging point and a bike sharing 
station. In fact, it is the first public bike-sharing system facility located directly in front 
of a Biedronka store in Warsaw. It also features a self-sufficient lighting system powered 
exclusively by both solar and wind energy, depending on the weather conditions. 
The 700 square-metre facility has a modern cooling and air conditioning system that 
only uses natural gases, with less impact on the environment. The 160 photovoltaic 
panels installed in the roof will allow for annual savings of up to 20 % in electricity 
consumption, and the built-in refrigerators and freezers monitor their own temperatures 
autonomously to avoid energy waste. 
In-store technological solutions include the use of digital displays for marketing and 
communication purposes throughout the store, instead of printed advertising leaflets. Free 
Wi-Fi for customers and self-service checkout with state of-the art software are also present. 

A FRESH START 
EVERY DAY 

María Ángela Holguín, Member of the Board 
of Directors, and Pedro Soares dos Santos, 

Chairman and CEO of the Jerónimo Martins 
Group in the ribbon-cutting ceremony 

of the newest Biedronka store in Warsaw.

160 

100% 

PHOTOVOLTAIC 
PANELS

ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
CHARGING STATION 

SOLAR AND 
WIND-POWERED 

LIGHTING

FRESH EXPERT
The freshness of the fruits and vegetables sold in Biedronka is 
a top priority for the Company and the newest store in Białołęka 
represented a strategic move towards shifting from a regular store 
to a specialist in fresh produce. 
Because growing, harvesting and transportation can have 
a huge impact on the quality and freshness of the products, 
Biedronka has been working for many years with trusted 
suppliers in long-lasting partnerships to better monitor the 
entire production process of perishables, “from field to fork”. 
Annually, around 90 % of all Biedronka’s food purchases are 
sourced from Polish suppliers. 

SELF-SERVICE 
COFFEE: 
CONVENIENCE 
WITH FLAVOUR 
When entering the store, customers are 
greeted by the scent of freshly ground 
coffee that comes from “Kawa I Ciacho” 
(“Coffee and Cake”), a coffee corner with 
a separate self-service station and 
a large selection of snacks. This is the first 
place of its kind available in the Biedronka 
network, which is very close to reaching 
the 3,000 stores in the Polish market. 
The coffee corner is thought to directly 
target Biedronka costumers who do not 
have time for big shopping and do not 
want to stand in a queue to buy a good 
quality coffee or a quick lunch on the way 
to work or during it. Customers can pay 
directly for the products in the Kawa 
I Ciacho corner.

GREEN AND CLEAN
The newest Biedronka store in Warsaw is the most 
modern and eco-friendly store of the chain.
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It’s a long journey. The carefully picked beans 
are dried and roasted, before going global. 

All around the Planet, over 2.25 billion 
cups of coffee are drunk each day, making  

it one of the most appreciated drinks worldwide. 
But consumers are looking for new ways 

of tasting this unique product.

MAKES THE WORLD 
GO ROUND

coffee

38.39
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“BUT FIRST, 
COFFEE.” FAIR TO CHOOSE RIGHT

Climate change is causing unpredictable and long droughts, 
thus, affecting farmers. Fluctuating temperatures increase the 
overall number of diseases for coffee plants, while potentially 
killing important pollinators. Another threat to coffee 
production is the loss of plant biodiversity: a study published 
by the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences,  
found that 60 % of wild coffee species are under threat of 
extinction. Therefore, the livelihood and wellbeing of 25 
million farmers and workers who depend on coffee production 
are at risk. That is one of the reasons why consumption choices 
do matter. If the coffee is fair-trade certified, it means that the 
farmers are getting a minimum money return from the coffee 
they sell - regardless of the price volatility - while ensuring 
honourable long-term trading relationships. Requirements 
also entail better working conditions, which envisages the 
prohibition of forced and child labour, and discrimination, 
in line with International Labour Organization conventions.  
 
 

ON-THE-GO IS A GO 
Amongst the many ways of having coffee, one is emerging 
as a reflection of the fast pace of our daily routine: the habit 
of drinking it outside home. As stated in the latest data from the 
research company Kantar, people are spending more money than 
ever on Out-Of-Home (OOH) items like hot drinks. Coffee 
represents 80 % of what is spent globally within this category, 
with the UK accounting for 51 % of that value. This study, which 
covered ten markets globally, pointed out that retailers are 
following this closely and coming up with innovative solutions 
to increase on-the-go food purchases in stores.

FAIRTRADE COFFEE 
@ Jerónimo Martins

This Pingo Doce Private Brand coffee is a 50% 
Robusta and 50% Arabica blend from Uganda, 

El Salvador and Brazil. The Fairtrade logo 
present in the packaging certifies that this 

coffee meets agreed fair trade criteria, which 
include concerns regarding working conditions 

and sustainable production practices.

The Pingo Doce store 
in Alcântara, a typical 
and trending Lisbon 
neighbourhood, just 
reopened with a new 
concept where 
the customer can have 
breakfast, lunch or 
dinnerand still do his 
everyday shopping.

FOR many people around the world, the day doesn’t 
start before a hot cup of it. That is probably where the idiom 
“Wake up and smell the coffee”, an informal way to say that 
someone is not being realistic, comes from. The affair is universal. 
In Turkish, for example, “coffee house” means “school for the 
wise”. Honoré de Balzac used it to find that wisdom in the energy 
coffee provided for his daily “battle” against the blank page. 
Johann Sebastian Bach even wrote a short comic opera, “Coffee 
Cantata” , about a woman in love with the beverage. 
In the middle of the 15th century, a farmer in Ethiopia decided 
to dry, crush and strain water through a berry. From that time 
on, coffee has been worshiped like few other drinks. Over 2.25 
billion cups of coffee are drunk per day worldwide, the equivalent 
to 10 million tonnes annually. According to statistics from the 
International Coffee Organization (ICO), consumption has grown 
by an average of 2.1 per cent a year over the past decade. Finland 
is the thirstiest nation for the “sacred” bean, with 12 kg per 
person, per year, followed by the other Nordic countries: Norway, 
Iceland, Denmark and Sweden. 

Coffee exports are a 30 billion-dollar market. There are two 
major varieties of coffee beans, Robusta and Arabica. Each has 
a different smell and flavour. Arabica, generally considered the 
superior bean type, is commonly produced in Latin America, 
eastern Africa, Arabia, and Asia. The fact the Colombian coffee is 
almost exclusively produced from Arabica beans, makes it unique. 
According to “Forbes”, Colombia remains the 3rd largest producing 
country in the world, accounting for about 9 % of all production 
and falling short of only Brazil and Vietnam. In Colombia alone, 
there are more than 500,000 families producing coffee. 
The global coffee market was valued at 135 billion euros in 2018 
and is projected to reach 167 billion euros by 2024. Although 
climate change is negatively impacting production, the projected 
growth can be explained by three key elements: increasing demand 
for certified coffee products, acceptance by consumers of single-
serve coffee brew and constant innovation led by top players. 
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With ingenious simplicity, the ground-breaking 
invention of the wheel led the way to new 
technologies in transportation, modern-day 
machinery and all sorts of amazing tools. 
But actually, where and when was the wheel first 
invented? Well, the answer could not be rounder. 

THE wheel is undoubtedly one of the most 
fundamental inventions we use in our daily lives. Invented 
sometime between 4,500 and 3,300 B.C.E., during the transition 
between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age, the oldest wheel 
found in archaeological excavations was discovered in what was 
Mesopotamia and it is believed to be over 5,500 years old.
However, and after six millenniums, the mystery of which culture 
originally invented the wheeled vehicle itself remains unsolved, 
as evidences of wheeled transportation vehicles from the mid-4th 
millennium B.C.E. appeared both in Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) 
and Central Europe. 
One thing is for sure: the Bronocice Pot, in Poland, contains 
the earliest well-dated representation of a wheeled vehicle 
discovered so far. 
 
 

THE BRONOCICE POT
Preserved in the Archaeological Museum in Kraków, the 
Bronocice Pot is a ceramic vase of the Funnelbeaker culture which 
was discovered in 1974-1976 in Bronocice, a large Neolithic 
settlement by the Nidzica River – 50 Km north-east of Kraków, 
southern Poland – during an archaeological excavation. Dated, 
by the radiocarbon method, somewhere between 3,635 and 3,370 
B.C.E., it is the earliest well-dated drawing of a wheeled vehicle – 
thus its contribution to our common history of the wheel.
Images of the Bronocice Pot include a rudimentary 
representation of what seems to be a wagon. 

WHEEL
Around the

The initial wheels, 
constructed out of stone, 

were made for the 
purpose of milling.

There is a vehicle with a shaft for a draught animal and four 
wheels, the lines connecting them probably represent axles. 
There is a fifth circle, in the middle, which possibly symbolizes 
a container for the harvest or a drawing of the sun. What these 
images suggest is the existence of small wagons or carts, likely 
drawn by cattle, used in Central Europe as early as in the 
4th millennium B.C.E.
Based on this discovery, some researchers point out that Indo-
European languages possessed inherited vocabulary related to 
wheeled vehicles, thus providing new research information about 
the origin of wheeled transport.  
 
 

FROM MILLING TO DRIVING
However, this creation wasn’t always used for locomotion. 
In fact, attaching a wheel to a cart only came about 300 years 
after its invention, with the initial wheels, constructed out of 
stone, made for the purpose of milling.
The invention on its own, while promising, is not very useful. 
Much like a doughnut, its most important feature 
is the hole in the centre. If it wasn’t suitable for attaching 
a stable platform by using an axle, the wheel would be nothing 
but a cylinder rolling on its edge, so it was the combination of the 
wheel and axle that made possible the existence of early forms 
of transportation, such as wagons, carts and chariots, which 
became more sophisticated over time with the development 
of other technologies.
Later, the wheel gave rise to a number of other spinning 
applications: from transportation to the wheelbarrow, modern 
watermills, gyroscope, modern-day machinery, and almost 
everything in between, being used to navigate, generate wind and 
hydroelectric power. The spinning wheel is another example 
of how the wheel can be applied. This device, invented in India 
over 2,500 years ago, was used to spin thread from natural fibres 
such as cotton and wool.

The Bronocice Pot, in Poland, 
is the earliest well-dated

drawing of a wheeled vehicle.
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SPINNING 
THE WHEEL 

Watt steam engine was an early steam 
engine and one of the driving forces 

of the Industrial Revolution in Great 
Britain and the world. James Watt 

developed the design from 1763 to 1775 
with support from Matthew Boulton.

1763LJUBLJANA 
MARSHES WHEEL 
The Ljubljana Marshes Wheel is a wooden wheel 
that was found in the Ljubljana Marshes some 
20 kilometres south of Ljubljana, in Slovenia, 
in 2002. Radiocarbon dating showed that it is 
approximately 5,150 years old, which makes it the 
oldest wooden wheel yet discovered.

The ‘Standard of Ur’ Chariots
The ‘Standard of Ur’ is a wooden box measuring 21.59 centimetres 
wide by 49.53 centimetres long, ornamented with a mosaic. 
It comes from the ancient city of Ur in Mesopotamia and it dates 
approximately 4,600 years old. The lower section of the mosaic 
shows four chariots drawn by four horses.

By around 1490, in the Renaissance period, the Italian 
master Leonardo da Vinci created the Vitruvian 
Man: a drawing rendered in pen, ink and metal point 
on paper depicting an idealized nude male inscribed 
within a square and a circle. Ingeniously, Leonardo 
chose to depict the man with four legs and four arms, 
allowing him to strike 16 different poses simultaneously. 
Accompanied by notes based on the work of the Roman 
architect Vitruvius, the drawing represents the canon 
of proportions and is often used as an implied symbol 
of the essential symmetry of the human body, and by 
extension, the symmetry of the universe as a whole.

The wheel is widely credited as mankind’s greatest 
invention. Many were the ‘Wheels’ that, throughout 
history, by having a fundamental impact in the way 

we lived (and still live today), proved this claim.

CROP CIRCLES
A crop circle is a pattern created by flattening a crop, usually a cereal. 

Although obscure natural causes or alien origins of crop circles are suggested 
by fringe theorists, there is no scientific evidence for such explanations, 

and all crop circles are man-made.

DUNLOP’S 
PNEUMATIC TIRE

Re-invented in Northern Ireland in 1888, by the Scottish-born 
inventor and veterinary surgeon John B. Dunlop, the pneumatic 

rubber tire allowed the wheel to go further, faster and safer. 
Although first designed as an improvement on the bicycle, the 
pneumatic tire has made a major contribution to the success of 

the automobile, developed around the same time.

VITRUVIAN 
MAN

JAMES WATT’S 
STEAM ENGINE
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TWO SIDES 

ONE WAY
2019 marks the 30th anniversary 

of the famous Round Table Talks in Poland, 
which would set the stage for a transition 

to democracy and, ultimately, to the dismemberment 
of the communist regime. The shape of the table 

is still a metaphor for a strong spirit of cooperation.

ROUND NUMBERS

HIGHLIGHT
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SOCIOLOGIST, 
RESEARCHER AND AUTHOR. 
EXPERT IN RECENT POLISH 

POLITICAL HISTORY. 

ŁUKASZ 
BERTRAM In the summer of 1988, following a wave of workers’ strikes, 

Polish authorities realised that to avoid losing control over the 
country, they needed to invite the opposition to talks. This was 
the opposition which had been victimised and oppressed until 
the mid-1980s, and then, largely ignored. Coming to the table, 
both parties had to compromise. The PZPR had to give up their 
motto “Now that we have seized power, we shall never surrender 
it” (announced in 1945 by the then-leader of the communists, 
Władysław Gomułka.) The opposition, on the other hand, had to 
overcome its reluctance to negotiate with people responsible for 
the casualties of the martial law period (1981–1983). Their sense 
of responsibility for the country was stronger. The first meeting 
between Solidarność (“Solidarity” – an Independent Polish 
Trade Union) leader Lech Wałęsa and the Minister of Internal 
Affairs, General Czesław Kiszczak, took place on August 31, 
1988. It was agreed that the meeting would be held at the Round 
Table, but it took Polish authorities until January 1989 
to be ready to take such a step.
The Solidarity opposition faction was represented, among others, 
by Lech Wałęsa, Jacek Kuroń and Bronisław Geremek, and the 
Polish government and the PZPR were represented by General 
Kiszczak, who had a history of throwing his opponents in jail. All in 
all, 55 participants took part in the talks, and three representatives 
of the Catholic Church were present as observers and mediators.
 The Round Table Talks began on February 6 and ended on April 
5. There were three main groups which debated over political 
reforms, the economy, social policy and trade unions. There were 
also many subgroups working on areas such as ecology, mining, 
youth or local government. Hundreds of politicians, social activists 
and experts had to somehow find common ground. Some decisions 
were taken during unofficial meetings between the government 
and opposition leaders.
The most important of all the decisions concerned the 
parliamentary elections. It was agreed that 65 % of the mandates 
in Sejm (the Polish parliament) would be guaranteed for the PZPR 
and its allies, while the remaining mandates would be subject 
to democratic elections. Voting in the newly formed Senate 
(the upper house) was to be completely free and democratic.
The Round Table Talks and the respective outcomes were 
contested by radical opposition groups who rejected the idea 
of compromise towards communists and called for a coup through 
mass social pressure. However, in the Spring of 1989, the Polish 
nation was worn out by the crippling economic crisis and it lacked 
revolutionary potential. In contrast, local “Solidarity” committees 
which were running the election campaign created pockets 
of enthusiasm and involvement.
The June elections became a referendum in support of or against the 
PZPR, despite being only partly democratic and even though more 
than one-third of Polish voters did not exercise their right to vote. 
As it turned out, the referendum was a miserable failure for the party. 

Solidarność candidates won 99 out of 100 seats in the Senate and 
all the available mandates in the Sejm. Among the new PZPR MPs 
were many reformers, some of whom even had Solidarność support. 
This was a game changing outcome. Gone were PZPR’s hopes 
that they would get the opposition to share the responsibility for 
the terrible state the country was in while having no influence on 
its affairs. Solidarność, used to living under the reign of Moscow, 
tried to suppress the climate of triumph and committed to keeping 
its promises. But on July 3, Adam Michnik, the editor-in-chief of 
“Gazeta Wyborcza”, the very first daily newspaper free from state 
control (as was decided at the Round Table) published an article 
entitled “Your President, our Prime Minister”. He proposed a new 
division of power: the president of Poland would come from the 
ranks of the PZPR, while the Prime Minister would be a Solidarność 
man. It turned out that the prospect of not really sharing power but 
actually taking over was very real.
Two weeks later, the parliament chose a new president, General 
Jaruzelski. An attempt at forming a new government by General 
Kiszczak failed. Instead, there was a new development. Wałęsa 
and the satellite parties supporting PZPR came to an agreement. 
The parties decided to become independent of PZPR and get 
a share in the new deal. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the long-standing 
editor of left wing and catholic magazine “Więź”, and later 
a leading Solidarność activist, became Prime Minister of the new 
government. Even though there were PZPR ministers in the new 
government, it was the first non-communist Polish government 
after the Second World War. In his exposé, the Prime Minister 
announced that he was drawing a thick line on the past and would 
only take responsibility for his own actions. A path to major 
changes in Poland was open.

IN 1989, Poland underwent a peaceful transition from 
communism to democracy, made possible through negotiations and compromise, as well 
as social mobilisation and engagement. For Germany, the fall of the Berlin Wall became 
the iconic symbol of change. For Poland, it was the Round Table around which the leaders 
of the Polish government and the opposition met. On the whole, there was no love lost 
over that table and there was little trust. The talks were riddled with tension. But today, 
it is the inspiring symbolism of “round tables” that calls for our attention. Round tables are 
about building a community, about all the participants being equal (rather than separated 
between the ones in power and those dominated by them, or the judges and the judged). 
Round tables are also about allowing different voices to be heard. This is how, in Poland of 
1989, enemies were able to become partners in conflict. A famous Polish historian wrote a 
book about 1989 Poland and called it “The Knights of the Round Table”, thus linking the 
Polish Round Table with the Arthurian Round Table, which is rooted in European culture.
A year earlier, Poland was in a rather undesirable situation. Its inefficient economy 
was falling apart, and Poles were living in a climate of apathy and lost hope. The Polish 
United Workers’ Party (PZPR) - the monopolistic ruling party led by General Wojciech 
Jaruzelski – was losing its bite and becoming tired. Moreover, it lost its usual support from 
the USSR, because Mikhail Gorbachev chose to reform his own country rather than try 
to rescue the satellite regimes. The Polish opposition of 1988 was barely a shadow of the 
Solidarity movement of the past -  it had united millions in 1980–1981.

THE HISTORY OF THE 
ROUND TABLE IN POLAND

Lech Walesa, 
leader of Solidarnosc 
(on the right), jokes 
with Czeslaw Kiszczak, 
Minister of Internal 
Affairs (on the left), 
as Father Alojzy Orszulik 
(on the centre) looks 
on, before attending the 
final session of the Round 
Table Talks in Warsaw, 
on April 5, 1989.
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It’s a never-ending learning process. 
Jerónimo Martins entered the stock market 

in 1989 and the last three decades were marked 
by ups and downs – much more ups than downs 

really –, a strong ambition for growth 
and the consistent capacity to deliver 

on that ambition.

STOCK 
EXCHANGE

30 YEARS ON THE 
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HIGHLIGHT

Because it was both the vision and determination from my father 
that led Jerónimo Martins to the Stock Exchange. The ambition for 
growth that this Company portrays is also due to his personality 
and leadership for over than 45 years.
When my father took over in 1968 after my grandfather’s death, 
his priority has always been the growth of the Company.
For 20 years, my father ran Jerónimo Martins side by side with 
another shareholder, the Vale family, who didn’t share his 
ambition. The partial opening of the Company’s capital was a 
solution for financing the necessary restructuring and clarification 
of leadership and strategy. We were in 1989. Portugal had recently 
joined what was then the European Economic Community and 
there was room for growth in a fast-developing economy. Anyone 
not wanting to be excessively dependent on bank loans, which was 
already the case of Jerónimo Martins, were turning towards the 
new financial instruments.

IN 1989, the opening of Jerónimo 
Martins to the stock market would pave the way for a remarkable 
growth in the following decades. 30 years later, the Group has 
grown from 1 to 3 countries and opened more than 4,200 food 
distribution and specialised retail stores. At the closing bell 
ceremony held on November 14th, in Euronext Lisbon, Pedro 
Soares dos Santos explained the reasons behind this important 
decision in a short and emotive speech that is transcribed 
in the following lines. 
“Those who know us, are well aware that we are not a Group 
which usually goes in for celebrations. In fact, we didn’t publicly 
mark the 10th or 20th anniversary of being listed on the Stock 
Exchange. Now, as we complete 30 years on the stock market, 
we feel that we have weathered the good and less favourable 
aspects of being listed and that gives us greater maturity and 
legitimacy to truly make a valid assessment.
These have been 30 years of a story we’re proud of.
When we thought about this celebration, my father was still 
among us, and we had decided that he was going to be the one 
addressing these words. 

Alexandre Soares dos Santos 
featured in the Portuguese 
business magazine Exame, 

in August 1989. 

Isabel Ucha, CEO of Euronext Lisbon, 
with Pedro Soares dos Santos, Francisco Soares dos Santos 

and Henrique Soares dos Santos, at the closing bell 
ceremony to celebrate the 30 years of Jerónimo Martins 

on the Stock Exchange. November 14th, 2019. 

TREASURING TIME
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The almost 25 years of accumulated knowledge on 
the Polish consumers’ needs and expectations have 
reinforced Biedronka’s leadership in the country’s 
Food Retail sector. 

Opening of the 
800th Biedronka store 

in the Polish region 
of Krosno, December 2005.

Luís Palha da Silva, Alexandre Soares dos Santos 
and Pedro Soares dos Santos at the Jerónimo Martins’ 
Annual Results Press Conference, in March 2005. 

The entry into the capital market would pave the way for 
a rapid growth of Jerónimo Martins in the following decades, 

which was also reflected in a strong investment in the Modern 
Distribution sector and in the growth of the Pingo Doce chain.
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Looking back, we must acknowledge that the decision to be listed 
on the Stock Exchange ended up representing so much more 
to Jerónimo Martins than just a financing operation to acquire 
a partner’s share. It enabled us to draw up the internationalisation 
strategy. First, in Poland – with Biedronka celebrating in 2020 its 
25th anniversary – which has been the Group’s main business for 
several years and also the most important growth and profitability 
drivers. Then, although unfortunately with quite a different 
outcome, Brazil. In the same way, it made possible to achieve the 
string of acquisitions and organic growth that we used to build our 
Food Distribution leadership position in Portugal.
The story of the last 30 years is a story of growth and undeniable 
value creation. But it was not always an upward and straight path. 
We had ups and downs, fortunately far more ups than downs. 
In the worst moments we felt the extra pressure of being listed. 
Being on the stock market removes the possibility of enclosing 
ourselves while tiding up the house. It demands us to listen, to dialog, 
to explain the strategy and the way we foresee the execution.
For the bigger part of these 30 years, we were able to meet the 
expectations of those who entrusted us with their investment. Of 
course, that means, first and foremost, being profitable. And we 
won’t forego that. 

But nowadays, profit isn’t enough. The world is increasingly 
uncertain and complex, and financial results, although undoubtedly 
a prerequisite to deserve the market’s confidence, are far from 
being enough. The path we choose to reach the results we deliver 
is decisive. That is why the respect for environmental and social 
criteria is seriously considered in our business decisions.
The market is vigilant and the proof that we are on the right track is 
the fact that, in the last decade, Jerónimo Martins has won its place on 
many of the main international sustainability indexes. It’s a reason to 
be proud of but it’s also an additional responsibility for all of us.
Today, when we calculate time, we realise that in 30 years our 
market capitalisation has multiplied more than 30 times. That 
we have gone on to operate in three countries, opened more than 
4,200 stores, increased sales by 18 billion euros and that more than 
100 thousand new employees have joined us. These are figures that 
express the values that guide us: long-term vision, resilience, ability 
to take risks, determination and hard work. The ambition for 
growth and to do more and better really is ingrained in us.
The fact that we have a majority shareholder that is a family has 
enabled management, especially at times of greater pressure, to 
never forego the fundamental values and the sense of long-term in 
decision-making. In other words, we have always had the privilege 
of not having to sacrifice the right and necessary measures for the 
sake of short-term interests. 
Being listed was a good decision for us. It allowed us to create 
so much value and to share it with so many people. Being listed 
made us more transparent, more disciplined, and therefore, better 
prepared and stronger.

The alliance between a company and a majority shareholder that 
is a family, on the one hand, and the stock market on the other, 
is a very powerful alliance. The family ensures consistency and 
safeness, enabling us to focus on the long-term, while the market 
creates the medium and short-term pressure, compelling us to have 
a highly focused, rigorous and ambitious management. 
These have been 30 years of a very demanding but extremely 
successful marriage. And that’s the journey we’re marking, hoping 
that the coming decades bring us at least as many reasons to 
celebrate as those that have brought us this far.”

EMPLOYEES
+100,000

 STORES
+4,200

SALES
+18 Billion €

MARKET
CAPITALISATION 

30X

1989 / 2019
Since 1989, our market capitalisation increased thirtyfold. 

When calculating time, we treasure it.
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COLOMBIA

200
It was precisely two centuries ago that the decisive battle 
over the Boyacá Bridge took place. Under the command 

of heroes such as Simón Bolívar, the Colombian 
army ensured the Independence of the country.

years of 
56.57
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BY the end of March 1800, during his stay in the 
territories of the current Venezuela, Alexander von Humboldt 
met a mixed-race couple and their daughter who lived in a shack 
on the banks of the Apure river. Humboldt was surprised by the 
opinion Don Ignacio –as the man had people to call him– had 
about himself and his family, and the confidence he showed when 
talking about the political events taking place in Europe. This 
man, who was barely dressed and earned his living from a small 
plot and hunting tigers, knew what happened at the metropolis 
and speculated that the “King of Spain should go soon to visit the 
important people in Caracas.” Undoubtedly, times were starting 
to change, and neither the creole elites nor the marginalized 
groups of Americans would be indifferent to those changes.
Seven years after Humboldt met this family, a fundamental event 
for the political fate of the American territories took place: 
in 1807, French troops invaded Spain, resulting, the following 
year, in a political crisis and a power vacuum that forced the 

Spanish Crown to seek political alternatives for its overseas 
territories by sending peninsular commissioners to the Americas. 
By then, New Granada was a young viceroyalty – created in 
1739– with many territorial differences, which, in part, had 
been precisely developed due to the lack of political authority 
and control over the entire territory. In that context, political 
identities of each one of the provinces comprising the fragmented 
viceroyalty started to forge. The creation of Government Boards 
to face the Spanish political crisis laid the foundations for the 
revolutionary process in the New Granada. Viceregal unity was 
not maintained, but rather the provinces became autonomous 
political entities and, thereafter, they claimed their condition 
of independent States by enacting constitutions. 
Consolidating unity after achieving independence was not an 
easy task. Rather than an agreed project, the little unity that was 
reached was the result of the imposition of the most powerful 
provinces over the least powerful. This process has been known 
in historiography as the “Patria Boba” (Foolish Fatherland) 
–in an opinion expressed thinking more of the current times 
where it is created than in the moment when takes place the 
historical situation it is trying to summarize–, actually it was 
the exacerbation of regional differences in a nation that did not 
manage to crystallize. The territorial fragmentation, the lack of 
communication and political differences between the centers and 
peripheries did not allow to make up and execute a contingency 
plan facing the imponent expeditionary army, under Pablo 
Morillo’s command, organized in 1814 by Fernando VII, after 
recovering the throne, to reconquer these territories. 
No city felt and resisted the power of the Spanish army as much 
as the city of Cartagena de Indias. Hence the name of ‘heroic city’ 
given to the city since then. This had been the first territory within 
the viceroyalty to declare absolute independence, on November 11, 
1811, and was sieged by the Morillo troops during 105 days. After 
the fall of Cartagena, in 1815, the city became the advanced spot for 
the Morillo’s troops. From there, the Reconquest of the rest of the 
Viceroyalty was conceived and brought forward without significant 
setbacks up to Santa Fe. The power that would definitively free the 
territory was gaining strength in neighbor Venezuela, under the 
leadership of Simón Bolívar, who came back from Haiti in 1816 
and resumed the struggle for independence. In February 1819, 
Bolivar marched towards the New Granada, where he defeated 
the Spanish army after a series of successful battles, including 
the Battle of Boyacá, on August 7 that same year. The next step 
was the liberation of the big cities in the north shore of the New 
Granada: Mariano Montilla, by land, and Jose Padilla, by sea, sieged 
Cartagena and managed to free the city from the last realist bastion 
left in the territory. The territory that for 200 years, not without 
difficulties, tries to maintain this idea of a nation called Colombia.  

HISTORIAN AT THE UNIVERSIDAD DE 
CARTAGENA, TEACHER AND RESEARCHER 
SPECIALIZED IN AFRO-DESCENDANT 
CULTURE AND HISTORY.

JAVIER ORTIZ 
CASSIANI 

THE BIRTH OF A NATION

In February 1819, 
Bolivar marched 
towards the New 
Granada, where 
he defeated 
the Spanish army 
after a series 
of successful battles.

Simón Bolivar (1783-1830) 
led a series of revolutions 
in Spanish-ruled South 
America, leading to the 
creation of the independent 
states of Colombia (1819).
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INESCAPABLE 

Omnipresent in nature, 
the circle has also 
been adopted in every 
conceivable domain 
of the man-made 
world, from design 
to religion. 
Manuel Lima, 
founder of 
VisualComplexity.com 
and Design Lead 
at Google, and 
the renowned 
New York-based 
graphic designer 
and typographer 
Stefan Sagmeister gave 
us their perspective 
on this 40,000-year-old 
fixation, deeply rooted 
in our biology. 

Beauty
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CIRCLES are truly everywhere. 
We can witness this elemental shape in faraway planets and stars; 
in earth formations such as mounds, craters, and small lakes; 
in the sections of tree trunks and plant stems; in the moving ripples 
on the surface of water; in a variety of leaves, fruits, shells, rocks, 
and pebbles; in the eyes of our fellow humans and other animals; 
as well as in cells, bacteria, and microscopic organisms.
Over time, the circularity exhibited in nature also became a chief 
guiding principle of human culture, emulated and reinvented in art, 
religion, language, technology, architecture, philosophy, and science. 
Used to represent a wide range of ideas and phenomena pertaining 
to almost every domain of knowledge, the circle became a universal 
metaphor embraced by virtually every civilization that has ever 
existed. We can see them as an organizing model in the cities and 
buildings we inhabit, the objects and tools we use, and the symbols 
and diagrams we construe to make sense of the world around us. 
 
 

THE INTERESTING QUESTION IS: 
WHY?
Of all possible models and configurations why is the circular layout 
such an exceptionally popular choice? A seemingly obvious answer 
might be: because of its ubiquity. First as a natural construct and 
later as man-made, artificial one. The circle’s natural omnipresence 
has certainly been a contributing factor, but most likely not the 
decisive one. In the next paragraphs I will expose a set of perceptual 
biases, identified by cognitive science in recent years, that can better 
explain our innate preference for all things circular.
 

Why 
HUMANS 
LOVE CIRCLES

DESIGNER, LECTURER 
AND RESEARCHER. 
DESIGN LEAD AT GOOGLE 
AND TEACHER OF DATA 
VISUALIZATION AT PARSONS 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN. AUTHOR 
OF “THE BOOK OF CIRCLES”. 

MANUEL
LIMA

Dome of the Basilica 
of Superga, in Turin. 
The picture features 
in Manuel Lima’s 
“The Book of Circles”. ©
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Circles = 
Happiness
In 1978 psychologist John N. Bassili conducted an experiment 
in which he painted the faces and necks of participants black 
and then applied one hundred luminescent dots. Participants 
were then asked to assume different expressions, such as 
“happy,” “sad,” “surprised,” and “angry.” In the final video 
recording, with only the luminescent dots visible, the outcome 
was quite revealing: while expressions of anger showed acute 
downward V shapes (angled eyebrows, cheeks, and chin), 
expressions of happiness were conveyed by expansive, outward 
curved patterns (arched cheeks, eyes, and mouth). In other 
words, happy faces resembled an expansive circle, while angry 
faces resembled a downward triangle.

Eyes      
circles
Our eyeballs not only create a natural 
circular frame for our visual field, but also a 
spherical distortion of reality. The spherical 
geometry of our visual field is normally 
called non-Euclidean. In a non-Euclidean 
space there are no true straight, parallel 
lines, as they tend to always converge 
toward the periphery. You can think of it in 
a similar way to the alteration of the world 
captured by a fish-eye lens or a crystal 
ball. It is therefore not hard to conceive 
a natural cognitive preference for forms 
and contours that have a better fit within 
such a conditioned field of view. This could 
well explain the almost hypnotic effect 
of concentric circles, one of the oldest 
configurations of the circle and the subject 
of numerous optical illusions.

Humans
prefer 
curves
At five months of age, before they 
utter a word or scribble a drawing, 
infants already show a clear visual 
preference for contoured lines 
over straight ones. In a seminal 
paper published in 2006, cognitive 
psychologists Moshe Bar and Maital 
Neta conducted an experiment in which 
fourteen participants were shown 
140 pairs of letters, patterns, and 
everyday objects, differing only in the 
curvature of their contour. The results: 
participants showed a strong preference 
for curved items in all categories. The 
same pair of scientists conducted 
another study one year later, this time 
by mapping the cognitive response. 
Sharp-cornered objects caused much 
greater amygdala activation than 
rounded objects. In other words, angular 
shapes tend to trigger fear and therefore 
aversion and dislike, while contoured 
objects evoke safety.

1. 2.

3. 65.65

EVOLUTIONARY
PREFERENCE

In the second volume of Modern Painters (1843–60), a book first written in defense of the 
painter J. M. W. Turner’s work, English art critic John Ruskin proposes six main attributes 

of beauty. In what seems like an uncanny argument for the inherent attractiveness of the 
circle,  Ruskin’s list includes the following elements: (1) infinity, (2) unity, (3) repose, 

(4) symmetry, (5) purity, and (6) moderation. Ruskin’s assessment of beauty is not just 
in line with some of the circle’s traditional associations. As we know today, Ruskin’s list 

appears to shed light on a set of universal, deeply ingrained perceptual preferences.
The more we dig into our shared cognitive biases, the more we recognize that the copious 

layers of cultural meaning we’ve added to the circle through the ages are ultimately 
grounded in an instinctive evolutionary proclivity. As with many other areas of human 

aesthetics, the circle’s inescapable beauty seems deeply rooted in our biology.

Cristian Ilies Vasile, 
Pi as Links, 2012, one of 
the many images featured 
in Manuel Lima’s 
“The Book of Circles”.
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Beauty
CIRCLING
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 Is beauty really in the eye of the beholder? 
The New York-based creative duo 

Stefan Sagmeister and Jessica Walsh 
set out a mission to find out 

what beauty actually is, 
and how it can impact our lives. 
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THEY say beauty is in the eye of the beholder, 
meaning that what one person finds beautiful, the other one may 
not. Although the subjectivism of this idea has been around since 
Ancient Greece, the expression - as it is often quoted - was only 
coined in the nineteenth-century by Margaret Wolfe Hungerford 
in her novel “Molly Bawn”, published in 1878. This notion 
intrigued world-renowned designers Stefan Sagmeister and Jessica 
Walsh on their extensive quest for the essence of beauty and the 
transformative power of beautiful design. For the duo, if everyone 
used different criteria to define and identify beauty, setting it 
as a goal for design, architecture and arts would be a fruitless 
endeavour: “No smart philosopher ever said this. This came out 
of a 19th century romantic novel, and somehow became this meme 
that people believe.” As a consequence, Sagmeister and Walsh 
turned to philosophy, history and science in order to understand 
how people are drawn to beauty and how it impacts the way they 
feel and behave, and ultimately, their lives. Facts against fiction. 
The results are beautifully illustrated in the book “Beauty” (2018). 
Having conducted and read a variety of surveys, the main 
conclusion they came to was that all eyes see beauty when it is truly 
there. One of them, presented on Instagram, was on shapes, and 
received more than 4,500 responses from their followers. 
“In every country I showed circles, triangles, rectangles to people, 
everywhere, it doesn’t matter if it was in the Far East, or in the 
African South, or if it was in Latin America, or Northern Europe, 
the circle won”, tells Stefan Sagmeister. 44 % chose the circle 
as their favourite form, about a third preferred the round wiggle 
(a serpentine-like shape, resembling a deviation line on a chart) 
and 12 % preferred the rectangle. Then, shapes were tested as 
three-dimensional forms, revealing close results, though slightly 

THE BEAUTY SHOW
Precisely in Vienna, Stefan Sagmeister & Jessica Walsh launched their immersive exhibition 
“Sagmeister & Walsh: Beauty” at the MAK – Museum of Applied Art, in July 2019. With examples 
from the fields of graphic design, product design, architecture and city planning, they show that 
beautiful forms do not lack function, but rather, they are function themselves.
Through a wide variety of medium, the exhibition explores the technical definition for beauty 
as a combination of shape, form, colour and composition that can please the visitors’ aesthetic 
senses, elicit an emotional reaction and even impact their memory. After Vienna the exhibition was  
shown at the Museum Angewandte Kunst in Frankfurt.

more pronounced. Half of all participants chose the sphere, and 
the rectangular volume came in last. “So, basically, among the 
basic forms, I think Humans like circles the best. My own guess 
would be... it comes from the centeredness of the Sun and probably 
because we see circles around things as safe once we can really 
touch them and not be injured by them as we could from very sharp 
objects”, discusses the Austrian-born, New York-based designer. 
He and Jessica Walsh also ran a survey on colours, correlated with 
another one conducted by the sociologist Philip Cohen, from the 
University of Maryland, with a sample of two thousand students. 
Blue came in first, while brown, on the other hand, was the least 
popular colour. When asked which shade of blue they liked most, 
light blue won, gathering 26 % of the votes. When challenged to 
order their shades of brown by preference, the followers identified 
classic brown as their least favourite, with 7 % of the votes only. 
“Ironically, the brown rectangle has been the most dominant shape 
in architecture over the last hundred years”, the duo writes in 
a chapter of “Beauty”, going on saying: “Surely there are practical 

Austrian artist Erwin 
Lipburger’s spherical home 
in Ketzelsdorf, Austria, 1976.

reasons to design and build using rectangular shapes. But if you look 
at historic architecture - from almost any culture - the rectangle 
plays a less significant role, while the more popular shapes selected 
in our own survey are more dominant.” 
The authors recall that the research conducted in 2011 by Helmut 
Leder, Professor of Psychology at the University of Vienna, came 
to confirm people prefer round objects over sharply angled ones. 
Therefore, they raise the question: did modernism go down the 
wrong path? As a matter of fact, throughout most of the 20th and 
the 21st century, the concept of beauty in Design, Architecture and 
Art was practically abandoned.  
The immediate answer seems to be: “(...) it would be difficult and 
impractical to build perfectly spherical structures.” Then, the 
example of Edwin Lipburger’s Republic of Kugelmugel, a ball-shaped 
micronation in the heart of Vienna built in 1971 and mentioned in the 
book, generates widespread admiration. As Lipburger once stated: 
“Everything is round. The Earth, life, the ball, everything turns... 
so why not live in balls? Round is free; it has no beginning or end.” 

The exhibition is a demonstration of the 
possibilities opened when beauty is treated as 

a functional element in the design process. 
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THE 
MASTER
OF THE 
ROUND 
SHAPE

From the hands of Fernando Botero, 
a distinctive form of art is born. 

Paintings and sculptures that depict round 
and voluminous artistic shapes establish 
his own clear, distinct and circular style. 
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1944 , city of Medellín, Colombia. A young matador apprentice, age 
twelve, has his first glimpse of two focused and brave man, entering a bull arena on 
horseback, ready to take down the beast. Forty years later, the impact of that strong 
sensitive experience, lived at a young age, has inspired him to produce one of his most 
famous paintings: La Pica, 1984.  
Born in 1932, Fernando Botero is a figurative artist in the fullest sense of the word, 
renowned for his paintings and sculptures of curvaceous, full-figured subjects. Botero’s art 
combines the vibrancy, boldness and folk themes common to Latin American art while 
paying a respectful homage to the sensuousness of the form in the work of the old masters.

HIS TRADEMARK STYLE
In his youth, Botero attended a school for matadores for a couple 
of years, but his true interest was in art. While still a teenager, 
he began painting and, in those early years, was inspired by the 
pre-Columbian and Spanish colonial art as well as by the vivid, 
large scale paintings and political work of the Mexican mural 
artist and painter Diego Rivera. Also influential were the works 
of his artistic idols at the time: the naturalist portraiture of 
Spanish baroque master Diego Velázquez da Silva and Francisco 
de Goya’s romanticism.
One can say Botero is an artist in the most fundamental sense, 
choosing colours, shapes and proportions based on intuitive 
aesthetic thinking. While his work includes still-lifes and 
landscapes, Botero has concentrated on situational portraiture. 
Throughout the 1950s, he began experimenting with proportion 
and size. In these works, he referenced Latin-American folk 
art in his use of flat, bright colour and boldly outlined forms, 
favouring a smooth look in his paintings by eliminating the 
appearance of brushwork and texture.
When he moved to New York in 1960, Fernando Botero had 
already developed his signature style, which is part of an artistic 
tradition and yet entirely his own: the depiction of round, 
corpulent humans and animals – his paintings and sculptures 
united by their proportionally exaggerated figures.  
His Rubenesque humans, rotund landscapes and voluptuous 
vases are so identifiable that they are practically a trademark.
The inflated proportions of his figures also suggest an element 
of humour or political satire, depending on the piece, perhaps 
hinting at the subjects’ inflated sense of their own importance.

“An artist is attracted 
to certain kinds of form 
without knowing why. 
You adopt a position 
intuitively; only later 
do you attempt 
to rationalize 
or even justify it.” 
Fernando Botero

INTERNATIONALLY 
ACCLAIMED SCULPTURES
After reaching an international audience with his art, in 1973, 
Botero moved to Paris, where he began creating sculptures. 
These works extended the foundational themes of his painting, 
as he again focused on his bloated subjects and rotund shapes. 
Like his paintings, Botero’s sculptures reveal the artist’s 
fascination with volume and proportion by exaggerating the 
round, fleshy qualities of his models.
In the 1990s, outdoor exhibitions of huge bronze figures were 
staged around the world to great success. Bogotá, Medellín, 
Lisbon, New York, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Vaduz, 
Jerusalem, Yerevan, Singapore. These are only some of the cities 
where Fernando Botero’s easily recognizable sculptures can be 
found decorating parks, plazas and other public spaces. 
 
 

RECENT WORK
Botero has also the ability to apply his distinct style to serious 
subject matters. In 2004, the prolific artist exhibited a series 
of drawings and paintings depicting the drug-fuelled violence 
in Colombia stemming from drug cartel activities. In 2005, 
he unveiled his “Abu Ghraib” series, inspired by reports of 
American military forces abusing prisoners at the Abu Ghraib 
prison during the Iraq War. The series took him more than 14 
months to complete and received considerable attention when 
first exhibited.

ONCE UPON A TIME 
IN COLOMBIA  

Sculpture by Fernando Botero, 
 in an exhibition held in 1997 at Lisbon’s  
Praça do Comércio, near the Tagus river.
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Though he spends only one month a year in Colombia, he considers 
himself the “most Colombian artist living” also to his isolation from 
the international trends of the art world and due to the fact that the 
majority of his works explore traditional themes from his country 
and, in effect, serve as Botero’s guide to Colombian history and 
culture. Here are some examples:

Bullfights. The sport of bullfighting has been practiced in Latin 
America since colonial times. Historically, Colombia has been no 
exception. Controversial as it might be, Botero himself spent two 
years of his youth training to become a bullfighter, before discovering 
his artistic talents. In La Pica painting, he depicts the first stage of a 
bullfight in which two picadores enter the arena on horseback.

Literature. In the world of literature, Colombia is perhaps 
most commonly associated with the works of Gabriel García 
Márquez, who was awarded the Nobel Prize after the publication 

Botero believes in the power of art to address atrocities, which media 
cannot emulate. As Botero said of his Abu Ghraib series: “Art is 
important in time. It brings some kind of reflection to the matter. We 
have analysed this thing from editorial pages and books, but somehow 
this vision by an artist completes what happened. He can make visible 
what’s invisible, what cannot be photographed. In a photo, you just do 
a click, but in art you have to put in so much energy. This concentration 
of energy and attention says something that other media cannot say.” 
 
 

BOTERO’S IMPORTANCE 
IN CONTEMPORARY ART
Fernando Botero goes against the grain of most artists working 
today by using traditional techniques, and has established his own 
clear, distinct and unwavering style, creating art with a sense of 
permanence, substance and meaning – something Botero feels a 
great deal of contemporary art is lacking of.
It might be Botero’s view of art’s function that sets him apart from 
many other contemporary artists. Rather than creating works of 
art purely made to shock and provoke a certain reaction, he seeks 
to provide a sense of tranquillity and joy through much of his work.
There is no denying his appeal. His art has a certain magnetism 
and particular appeal that isn’t elitist or restrictive.
Painter and sculptor of voluptuous forms, admirer of the old 
masters and an “everyman” artist, Botero is now in his 80s and is 
as prolific as ever. An avid creator, he has produced thousands of 
paintings and hundreds of sculptures and will continue to captivate 
with his trademark full-figured people and objects. As Botero 
himself says: “An artist is never complete.”

of his masterpiece One Hundred Years of Solitude and was at 
the forefront of the Latin American literary boom of the 1960s 
and 70s. The Poet is Botero’s representation of a writer, reclined 
beneath a grove of fruit trees, pencil and paper at hand, searching 
for inspiration. Perhaps it was just in such a setting that García 
Márquez composed some of his most famous short stories, which 
would serve as the foundation for Magic Realism, a modernist 
literary genre native to the Latin American cannon that blends 
fantastical elements with natural and familiar scenarios.

Medellín and Latin America. Although originally 
inspired by Medellín, The Street could be a representation of many 
cities in Latin America. With its narrow cobblestone paths and 
historic buildings, the dreaminess of the setting is contrasted with 
what appears to be a busy midday scene, as families, priests and 
businessmen all greet each other before continuing hurriedly on 
their separate ways.

THE “MOST
COLOMBIAN 
OF COLOMBIAN
ARTISTS”

Like his paintings,  
Botero’s sculptures 
reveal the artist’s 
fascination with 

volume and proportion 
by exaggerating 
the round, fleshy 

qualities  
of his models.

Botero has donated several artworks  
to museums in Colombia, including 123 pieces

of his work to the Museo Botero in Bogotá
and 119 pieces to the Museum of Antioquia

in his hometown Medellín.

The Poet (1987), painted in a Naïve Art style
(Primitivism), is the representation of a writer,
reclined beneath a grove of fruit trees, pencil
and paper at hand, searching for inspiration.
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Once a fisherman, Xico Gaivota swapped 
a shellfish bag for a selfish bag full of plastic, 
sculpting art with his hands while cleaning 

the shoreline. 

WHAT GOES AROUND

AROUND
COMES
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THE 
BEAUTY 
UNDERNEATH

“I exchanged my bag full of goose barnacles for one full 
of plastic”. This is the short version of how Ricardo Ramos 
came to be known as Xico Gaivota, of how a fisherman also 
began collecting what does not belong in the sea. He became a 
beachcomber, an artist, an activist. And, to get here, he had to 
navigate the fascinating ocean waters for years, until he went 
diving and discovered the need to protect the sea, emerging 
with a mission: to inspire and educate through art. “I don’t 
know exactly what triggered it, what woke me up. I’ve climbed 
down many a jagged cliff to search for goose barnacles, fish, 
or whatever. I’ve always been hooked on being close to the sea 
and fishing. But I somehow know it was at Christmas of 2017. 
Instead of buying gifts for my family and friends, I took my kids 
and we went to the beach to gather material which we used to 
make art and offered it to our family.” 
Flip-flops, toothbrushes, earbuds, toilet brushes. Everything the 
waves wash up into Xico’s hands is treasure. He is particularly 
fascinated by the edges crafted by time, after rolling and rolling 
in the sand: “I use them just as I find them, without cleaning, 
painting, bending or gluing them. That would kind of diminish 
their story.” On the other hand, the artist explains that it is also 
a choice to remove this plastic “from the almost vicious cycle it is 
in, without leaving more of a footprint when using it. Whenever 
we cut up plastic, we compound the problem. It’s no longer one 
piece, but two”. 
He has always been in contact with the arts: “My father was a 
sculptor. I know how to work with wood, iron, I know how to 
solder... I work with glass fibre, stone, all materials basically. But 
no other material has fascinated me more than the concept I 
created for Xico Gaivota”, he says. 
He started by making fish. In the beginning, he kept them: “It 
was very personal to me and I didn’t want anyone to know that 
Ricardo was doing this”. But the secret was bound to come out. 
Encouraged by his friends to display his work, he created a site to 
share his creations. Dozens of brightly-coloured animals, mostly 
sea creatures, with an unassailable beauty that holds mysteries 
that escape us. Xico Gaivota points to a killer whale behind him 
during the interview as an example: “This killer whale only has 
Styrofoam, octopus pots inside it... All wrapped in a plastic fishing 
net, that I also found in the sea, which is then covered by this 
plastic. What I find more interesting is what people don’t see. 
Everyone sees a plastic killer whale. What they don’t see are all 
the hours spent combing beaches and everything that is inside it, 
which I think is much more exciting”. Just as exciting as seeing his 
children committed to saving the ocean: “All three (of my kids) 
are very special and very creative. They are incredibly curious and 
help out a lot. Sometimes I don’t give them the plastic they want, 
because I need it for something else (laughter). But they are, above 
all, very aware of the problem and are very... especially my eldest, 
active in school”, he says proudly.

Going up the cliffs, the activist switched 
his backpack filled with goose barnacles 
to a backpack filled with materials the sea 
desperately tries to give back.

“Everyone sees a plastic 
killer whale. What they 
don’t see are all the hours 
spent combing beaches and 
everything that is inside it”

At Christmas 
of 2017, the artist 
took his children 

to the beach to gather 
litter. With what they 

found, they made 
art and offered 

it to family.
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CLEANING THE SHORELINE
Mozambique was the only place where Ricardo saw people collecting 
plastic from the beach without any kind of handling support, neither 

bags, nor backpacks. To support his commitment to the shoreline-located 
community of Vilankulo, while providing the knowledge and tools to 

make it happen, the attendees of the 7th Jerónimo Martins Sustainability 
Conference - dedicated to plastic pollution and its consequences on the 

environment - were invited to play an arcade-inspired game. A joystick 
controlled-claw was the only way of saving the marine species from the 

plastic drama. And each stuffed teddy was worth money to help  
the Vilankulo community. At the end, 20,000 euros were gathered during  

the Conference. The money was used to purchase a quad bike with 
a waste trailer, collecting bags and adequate footwear. ©
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The mission to raise the awareness of children saw Xico Gaivota 
travel to Mozambique, at the invitation of a resort. At first, he 
thought of selling some of his creations, but he quickly changed 
his mind after seeing how those in need lived in paradisiacal 
Vilankulo. He donated money to ParCo – Parceiros Comunitários 
(Community Partners), an association that has been implementing 
community projects for 15 years related to environmental 
conservation, social protection, responsible tourism and early 
childhood education. “They have amazing projects, like sexual 
education for children in schools... They also had teams to clean 
the beach on weekends, but it wasn’t going so well because of the 
problems in those countries, so I helped give them a boost”, says 
Ricardo Ramos. Beach Clean, the ParCo programme the artist 
joined over the course of a year, has already filled up more than 
two thousand five hundred bags with trash collected along the 
coast, despite their meagre resources: “They don’t have rubbish 
bins or trucks. Here in Portugal, we’re so worried about how often 
trucks come to collect our trash, and there... this service doesn’t 
even exist. Their houses are incredibly clean inside but, outside, it’s 
a dump. So there’s this tremendous need to explain to them and 
teach them, to show them that they have to preserve what they 
have, otherwise they risk losing it all.” For Xico Gaivota, being 
part of the initiative and teaching his art is more than a calling, 
it’s a moral obligation: “We Europeans have to understand that 
we are on a different level. We’ve already climbed a few rungs 
on the ladder, but there are those who don’t even know such a 
ladder exists.” More help is needed, he insists: “Anyone who 
has walked along one of those beaches, across the endless white 
sand, under the sun, knows the difference having a quad bike and 
trailer makes. It makes a huge difference, not only when it comes 
to motivation, but especially as regards to how much material 
they can collect. So, “giving them the tools to help them carry 
on what they are doing is much better than giving them money.” 
Even so, he was still surprised to see how aware the community 
is of the plastic problem, even in the tiniest detail: “What we do 
in Portugal, or in any other part of the world, is to provide plastic 
bags to fill them with plastic. That makes no sense. There, they 
use coffee bags and flour sacks, all those sorts of bags and sacks, 

Xico Gaivota is using 
his art to help drive 

global change. 
In Mozambique, 
he joined ParCo, 

an association that 
implements community 

projects related 
to environmental 

conservation. 

“THE BEST THING WE 
CAN GIVE TO A CHILD 
IS A NEW EXPERIENCE.”

even those used for rations or cement...” But what moved him the 
most was the resilience and creative power of the children, which 
he recounts with this story: “The best thing we can give to a child 
is a new experience. They looked at my backpack – which costs a 
hundred and something euros – and went straight to a palm tree, 
stripped its leaves and found a way to make straps for those sacks 
and bags, and even used flip-flops to pad the shoulders. They even 
made a hip belt. Seriously, they have an incredible imagination.” It 
made him feel as though we are waging an unfair war, where two 
sides are fighting for the same thing, but “in different worlds”. 
A year and a half later, he still gets photos of them cleaning 
beaches, streets and schools through WhatsApp: “I love receiving 
photos of children creating things with plastic, just like I taught 
them, and the artists who go on TV and say that Xico Gaivota 
taught them what they know.” Footprints of a struggle forever 
etched in the sand and in his heart, as indestructible as the stories 
he collects from the bottom of the sea.

Ricardo Ramos’ environmental 
concerns quickly evolved into an 
educational mission with the aim 

of impacting not only the future 
generations but also the present 

ones for an effective change.
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AN orange fish floats adrift. Its big, convex eyes stare 
into nothingness with a certain sadness. Around it, gasoline 
containers, shoe soles, balls, vacuum cleaners’ ducts, hundreds of 
broken pieces of plastic spewed back by the sea: “It’s not litter. 
It’s my raw material”, recalls Xico Gaivota. In this mesmerising 
“calyx” of water, transparency is a mirror for the sacredness of the 
eighteen-century museum bathed in light whose interior resembles 
one of a hall church. The Mãe d’Água Reservoir, in Lisbon, is the 
place to “Rethink” one’s attitude towards scourge. From this vat, 
four columns rise that support a vaulted cupola ceiling which in 
turns supports the magnificent terrace overlooking the city.
16 bags of one cubic metre each, totalling more than a tonne, fill 
the 7.5m-deep deposit to mimic the reality of an Ocean crying 
for help. At first, the idea was to have his animals hanging from 
the walls. However, when the artist saw the reservoir, this visual 
metaphor surfaced all of a sudden: “I asked the organisation if I 
could put plastics inside the water, they said yes, and then I took 
a van fully loaded. But, to accomplish my intention, I would have 
to wash the pieces. That was against my principles, since I never 
manipulate the objects”, he laughs. The purpose led him to make 
an exception: “I did so, I washed them.” 
The plastic used in “Rethink” is the result of two years combing 
for materials in beaches with no commercial exploration, 
sometimes hard to access. Deconstructing the stories beneath 
them and sharing the mission they carry has been, for the activist, 
not only a privilege but also a duty, especially when it comes to 
children: “I’ve been in many schools and now I received kids from 
school trips, and I feel that I have great power over them, that they 
can feel somehow inspired by my experience.” 
During three months, the exhibition challenged the visitors to 
find solutions that could turn the tide on ocean pollution. “It is 
not that we don’t have them, but they are not well-addressed”, 

“Most of them felt 
it was a kick in the 

teeth, that they had to do 
something regarding  
their daily choices.”

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE 

RETHINK

he argues. “Tying a bag is not enough. What is being done to our 
trash? Which percentage is being recycled?”, Xico Gaivota insists. 
“We need to press the competent authorities, because we, I mean, 
consumers, are just a part of the whole problem.” When the show 
came to an end, Xico Gaivota got surprised by the impressions 
people had left in this book of signatures: “Most of them felt it was 
a kick in the teeth, that they had to do something regarding their 
daily choices.”
The pieces returned to their boxes: “I needed my trash back 
(laughs). I needed to go back to my roots, to sit again alone and 
make new artwork. It has been intense. And it takes me long to 
create.” Taking the pieces as they are, respecting their shapes 
and colours, is a bigger dare: “It means that there are more limits, 
which makes this art more interesting and defying. No material 
had ever got me more captivated than plastic.” He gives back to it 
by stealing from our eyes what must be kept invisible: “My work is 
essentially what you don’t see.”



There are more than 10 million women under the age 
of 30 in Mozambique, but only 1% get higher education. 
By giving them a chance, the Portuguese NGO Girl Move 

Academy is working towards reversing this cycle.

WOMEN
MOVE

ON THE
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AQUAPONICS 
FARMING SYSTEM

THE 
NUTRIENTS 

ARE A 
FERTILISER.
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A NEW 
GENERATION 
OF LEADERS

“ARE you a woman who has what it takes to 
be a leader?” Sometimes the right question, asked at the right 
time, is all it takes to put everything into perspective and change 
direction. For 22-year-old Isilda Mabasso, this was the question. 
In September 2018, she was presenting an aquaponics project, a 
sustainable system to grow fish and vegetables together, at the 7th 
edition of the Mozambican Engineering Fair (FEMOENG), in 
Maputo. Her proposal won the Innovative Project Prize at the fair 
and garnered the interest of the Girl Move Academy, a Portuguese 
NGO dedicated to empowering girls and women in northern 
Mozambique to become future leaders: “They were announcing 
submissions for 2019 and they visited my stand to tell me about 
Girl Move, about what it was to be a Girl Mover. So, I challenged 
myself and submitted an application to the academy to see if I 
could become a benchmark leader.”

Isilda had just completed her degree in Fisheries Production at 
the Eduardo Mondlane University’s School of Rural Development 
for Vilankulo. That is why she was a little hesitant when she got 
the offer. Especially because entering the academy would mean 
moving to Nampula, more than 2,000 km from home: “I took 
the plunge and moved there, although I was a little afraid, but I 
learned that it’s always good to be afraid. There’s no such thing 
as a fearless person.” A lot of our fear comes from the burden of 
responsibility to balance and find the conditions to implement the 
plan we have idealised. 
In January 2019, a young Mozambican woman began her 
adventure at the Girl Move Academy with direct access 
to “Change”, the Leadership and Social Entrepreneurship 
Programme for women with Graduate and Master’s degrees 
between the ages of 20 and 30. A team of instructors, aided by 
entrepreneurs, university professors and national and international 
changemakers who all share the NGO’s vision, provides trainees 
with the most innovative methods, tools, experiences and, of 
course, the confidence they need to harness their potential to 
follow an impact career. The year-long journey starts at the 
Impact Career Lab, which helps them to “better understand 
our country, the challenges it faces and what is being done 
in our area to improve. I’ve seen that aquaculture is growing, 
albeit at a small scale, and aquaponics has yet to be invested in. 
And there is a research centre in Gaza dedicated to research in 
aquaculture. So, I believe that, with help from the academy and 
my mentor, the project can be implemented and be something 
useful.” Isilda stresses the advantages the project brings: “Water 
wastage is increasing. This project guarantees that water is reused. 
Not to mention that vegetables will be produced without using 
chemicals.” The young woman also stresses that the system 
“doesn’t require a lot of manpower to be implemented.”

Isilda Mabasso, 22, 
has garnered the interest 

of the Girl Move Academy 
with an aquaponics 

project she presented 
in the Mozambican 

Engineering Fair.

FROM FISHING
TO AGRICULTURE

 
The idea came to her during a subject she took 
at university: “Three components make up an 
aquaponics farming system: fish, plants and 

bacteria”, she explains. “In the fish tanks, the first 
thing we do is feed the fish. While they feed, they 

also excrete waste, dirtying the water. But this waste 
can be used to nourish plants. So, the idea is to use 

the dirty water discarded in aquaculture to feed 
plants. The third component, bacteria, plays a key 

role in the cycle: “In the fish tanks, bacteria convert 
the faeces into nitrite. Other bacteria in the plants 
then convert the nitrite into nitrate which then, in 
turn, becomes nitrogen, the primary nutrient for 

plants. The tanks are connected to the two systems 
by a pump and the water is pumped out of the tanks 

to irrigate the plants. The plants absorb all the 
nutrients from the water and grow, and the clean 
water is then recycled to the tanks, free from the 

nutrients that are harmful to fish. It’s a closed cycle”, 
she adds. The system was first tested at the Science 

Week with the integrated production of tilapia, 
a freshwater fish, and lettuce.

The system consists  
of a fish tank and a grow 
bed. They are connected  
by a pump which allows  

the water to irrigate  
the plants.THE PLANT 

ROOTS HELP 
FILTER THE 
WATER FOR 
THE FISH.

The bacteria grown 
in the fish tank 
breaks down 
the ammonia 
into nitrites.

The bacteria grown 
in the grow bed convert 
nitrites into nitrates, 
and take them as nutrients.

Fish produce 
ammonia rich 

waste. 

HOW 
IT WORKS
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Aquaponics is a combination  
of traditional aquaculture  
and hydroponics (cultivating  
plants in water) in a symbiotic 
environment.
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ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE
The eight months of training at the Nampula campus are followed 
by a three-month Life Internship at an institution in Portugal. 
In this case, the Girl Mover came to Jerónimo Martins: “I spent 
my first week at Campo Grande, learning the corporate structure, 
how the departments work...”. Her training then continued at 
the Sines aquaculture site, which she says is “amazing: “I wasn’t 
expecting something so big”. Isilda had never been to Portugal 
before, but she adapted easily to the change, thanks in part to the 
help of her “Change Buddy”, the name given to the university 
students in the programme who volunteer to help integrate the 
Girl Movers. 
For Isilda, the Girl Move Academy marks a before and after in her 
professional and personal life. Especially because, oddly enough, 
aquaculture wasn’t her choice: “I didn’t choose my course, my 
father did. I started the course and grew to like it. As I worked on 
the project, I realised that my course is of great value and that 
I can use it to help in the development of my country. All thanks 
to Girl Move and the tools they give us to grow and discover our 
potential”. When asked about what the future holds, the Girl 
Mover is certain that, with her contribution, aquaculture, seen 
more and more as a solution to the decline of marine species, will 
become very important to the Mozambican economy within the 
next five years: “I see a Mozambique where aquaculture 
is practised from Maputo to Cabo Delgado. People continue 
fishing, but are also starting to produce their own fish, thus 
preserving marine life. I see myself as a person who is going to 
encourage people to change their habits, to adopt new sustainable 
practices and to grow together”.

AN INFINITE CYCLE OF LEARNING
The syllabus offered by the Girl Move Academy has three 
programmes: the “Change” programme, in which Isilda Mabasso 
took part, and the “Lead” and “Believe” programmes. They all share 
the same goal: to reverse the poverty cycle among Mozambican 
women, thereby increasing their level of education. A difficult 
and challenging task, considering that only 10 % of girls complete 
secondary education (40 % fall pregnant between the ages of 15 
and 19 and are forced to leave school) and, of those 10 %, only 1 % 
progress to higher education. Low education levels are evident in the 
job market: nearly 69 % of the active female population earn less than 
USD 1.9 a day.
The “Lead” programme is for students attending the 1st or 2nd  year 
of university. The “Believe” programme, on the other hand, is for the 
“Mwarusis”, girls between the ages of 12 and 15 in the final year of 
basic education and who live in vulnerable neighbourhoods.
Founded in 2013 by Portuguese manager Alexandra Machado, the 
academy follows a cascade mentoring model: each Girl Mover has 
her own career mentor and is responsible for three university leaders 
who, in turn, are the mentors of a class of Mwarusis. The aim is for 
the latter to look up to their older “manas” (Portuguese nickname for 
sisters) as role models and to understand that, with the inspiration, 
they too can have a better future. 
In the “Change” programme, the rate of employability for impact 
careers is 80 %. With the “Believe” programme, the data is even more 
encouraging: out of 2,400 mentees, the teen pregnancy rate fell from 
40 % to 0.4 % and the school transition rate stood at 80 %, compared 
to the national rate of 24 %.

Founded in 2013,
the Girl Move 

Academy is working 
towards reversing 
the poverty cycle 

among Mozambican 
women, thereby 

increasing their level 
of education.

DEGREE IN MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT  

BY THE PEARSON  
INSTITUTE OF HIGHER 

EDUCATION.

MOVING FORWARD
@Jerónimo Martins
Jerónimo Martins has been welcoming Girl Movers since 2016 within the scope 
of their Life Internship. Besides Isilda, three other participants had the opportunity 
to enhance knowledge in their study fields. They have degrees in areas as diverse 
as Marine Biology, Agriculture Engineering, Marketing Management. 

SANDY 
CANGY

DEGREE IN MARINE BIOLOGY 
BY UNIVERSIDADE  

EDUARDO MONDLANE 
(UEM). 

CLÁUDIA 
MACHAIEIE

DEGREE IN AGRICULTURAL 
ENGINEERING, SPECIALIZED 
IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

BY THE INSTITUTO SUPERIOR 
POLITÉCNICO DE MANICA (ISPM)

ANA  
TOMÉ JOSÉ
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In Poland, the popularity of vinyl records keeps 
growing. Vinyl record sales accounted for 16.1% 

of sales of all physical media formats in 2018, 
generating a turnover of more than 7.2 million euros. 

This reflects a global trend – it is highly likely 
that by the end of 2019 vinyl records will outsell 

the compact disc in the American market.

(RE)TURNS
Vinyl

WHILE vinyl records were making a comeback across Europe, not 
one single record press was running in Poland. A die-hard belief that digital formats were 
infinitely superior prevailed in the Polish record production sector. This belief dated back 
to the early 1990s, a time when recording studios were getting rid of analogue equipment 
fast and record press facilities competed to see who would close down first.  And even at 
the beginning of this decade the interest in vinyl in Poland was limited to small, independent 
businesses, publishers who spotted the returning trend or simply fans of the sound of vinyl. 
Vinyl record production in Poland only resumed in 2015, after a 20-year silence. Ever 
since, at the WMFono facility on the outskirts of Warsaw, black vinyl pressing has been 
running at full steam. “We are pressing a few hundred titles each month,” says marketing 
director Katarzyna Widz. Adding that “There is a clear difference between the production 
numbers of vinyl records and CDs. Vinyl production has increased by more than 40 %”. 
WMFono’s production numbers vary from a hundred copies on one end of the sale to 
albums coming out of the WMFono’s press in their thousands. In the season (from August 
until the end of the year), queues at vinyl press facilities grow longer, and recording 
companies sometimes have to wait for their records for as long as two months. 
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The ABBA posing in a room filled with their numerous 
gold records and platinum with, from left to right, Bjorn 
Ulvaeus and his wife Agnetha Faltskog, Anni-Frid 
Lyngstad (Frida called) and her husband Benny Andersson, 
each holding a disk frame. August 1977

Wirginia Szmyt, better 
known as DJ Wika, has 
been said to be the oldest 
DJ in the world, at 81.

CONTRIBUTING JOURNALIST 
AND AUTHOR 

JAN 
BŁASZCZAK 

Being a relic, 
an object almost 

mythologised by pop 
culture, an integral 

part of hip-hop, funk, 
soul or jazz culture, 

vinyl wins over the 
compact disc. 

This is where larger companies have the upper hand. Small 
publishers wait longer while the press is busy generating classic 
rock reeditions for one of the big players. Vinyl pressing businesses 
are increasingly hard-pressed. 
According to a 2018 report from the Polish Society of the 
Phonographic Industry (ZPAV), vinyl pressing turnover amounted 
to over 7.2 million euros (31 million zlotys). Currently, vinyl record 
sales account for 16.1 % of the physical media formats sales in 
Poland. Due to the growing demand, they are now available at 
Biedronka stores, much to the astonishment of fans. In addition to 
the popular pop and rock classics (such as Abba, Frank Sinatra or 
Rolling Stones) Biedronka’s offer includes alternative rock (Sonic 
Youth) and bestselling debut hip hop albums (Kendrick Lamar, 
A Tribe Called Quest).  
 
 

(RE)TURNED TO U.S.A.,  
(RE)TURNING TO POLAND
A mere five years ago, the common belief among publicists was 
that vinyl would be no more than a classy whim, a new toy for retro 
loving middle classes and big city hipsters. The growing demand 
for this media format was being taken with a pinch of salt. It was 
emphasised that yes, in terms of percentage, the increase was 
indeed impressive but in terms of the income... not so much. But 
then the situation changed dramatically, income generated from the 
sales of vinyl records in the U.S. has just caught up with that from 
CD sales. That is, at least, what the Recording Industry Association 
of America estimates. According to the report covering the first half 

of 2019, vinyl sales in the U.S. have grown by 12.9 % compared to 
the previous period, with turnover amounting to around 202 million 
euros (224.1 million dollars). 
While in the same period CD sales recorded over 20.7 million 
euros (23 million dollars) more, in the past few years the demand 
for CDs has plateaued. If this trend continues, in the second half 
of 2019 vinyl will once again become the market leader and the 
most profitable media format. 
A similar trend can be observed in Poland. The ZPAV 2018 report 
notes a drop in sales of the physical formats, except for vinyl 
records, which saw sales grow by 8.6 % year-on-year. The vinyl 
blast from the past is the future of this industry.  
 
 

SUPERMARKET ARTEFACT 
The reason behind the success of vinyl record sales might simply 
be a desire to own something unique and elegant, something to 
counterbalance the streaming that has dominated the market. 
The growing popularity of exclusive boxsets seems to support 
this theory – sets of albums are sold in elegant boxes, enhanced 
with thick booklets, posters and other bonus materials. Colourful 
limited editions or even picture discs with a photo of the band and 
the sleeve directly on the surface of the record are also selling like 
hot cakes. Being a relic, an object almost mythologised by pop 
culture, an integral part of hip-hop, funk, soul or jazz culture, and 
a focus of  DJ culture, vinyl wins over the compact disc.
There is a sentimental factor linked to the long history of this 
format – there is a fondness for both pop-culture classics and for 
cherished collections belonging to our parents. The black disc is 
both trendy and glorified by today’s pop culture and, at the same 
time, it evokes a feeling of nostalgia. In the world in which we 

continuously pursue new technologies and gadgets, vinyl is 
a paradox. It is trending because it is awkward, because it requires 
attention and because it belongs to a different era. A surprising 
format that also attracts surprising stars, such as, for example, DJ 
Wika, an 81-year-old female DJ whose sets attract large crowds. 
Romantic and social interpretations aside, it should be noted that 
improvements in distribution channels also help support vinyl 
sales. The time when vinyl records were sold in Internet cafés and 
by small music retailers are over. Aforementioned appearance 
of vinyl records in Biedronka stores incited numerous comments. 
Initially, they were sparked by the mere fact that a product 
considered to be a luxury became available in a large store. But 
as sales data shows, vinyl records have become less and less 
“exclusive”. And that is a welcomed turn of events.  
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Overconsumption of salt has become 
one of the leading causes of heart disease. 

Pingo Doce has teamed up with CUF, 
the leading private hospital group in Portugal, 

to promote a pioneer scientific study willing 
to measure the salt intake in over 

300 volunteers and evaluate the results 
of trying to break vicious circles. 

Crystal 

94.95

CLEAR
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LIFE TASTES BETTER 
WITH HALF THE SALT

“LESS SALT, PORTUGAL” – 
REEDUCATE FOR CHANGE
The good news is that this panorama can be reversed. For the 
first time in Portugal, people were invited to take part in an 
intervention study aimed at assessing the impact of changing their 
eating habits. The study, called “ReEducate – Re-education for 
healthy eating”, was conducted by researchers from the Faculty 
of Medicine of University of Porto and from the Nova Medical 
School, in Lisbon. Conceição Calhau, joint leader of the research 
project and professor at Nova, explains that the reasons behind 
this high salt consumption are diluted throughout the Portuguese 
style of eating. Let’s take a look at some of its main culprits: added 
salt while cooking food (29.2 %), bread and toasts (18.5 %), soups 
(8.2 %), and delicatessen/processed meat products (6.9 %). 
The research is part of the “Less Salt, Portugal” (Menos Sal 
Portugal) programme, an initiative promoted by Pingo Doce 
and CUF (José de Mello Saúde Group’s network of healthcare 
clinics) in an effort to make people aware of the difference 
those 5 grams can make to their bodies. Under the scope of this 
initiative, 311 people accepted the challenge to re-educate their 
eating habits over the course of 12 weeks, moving towards a 
more Mediterranean standard, and to have their habits strictly 
monitored. The volunteers had regular clinical and nutrition 
appointment, in which aspects like weight, waist circumference 
and blood pressure were assessed. On their trips to the 
supermarket, special assistance was given, so they could better 
read the nutrition labels and make the healthier choices.
World Food Day (October 16) was the date chosen to publicly 
disclose the results of the study. Along with changing eating 
habits, a reduction in the intake of salt and an increase in the 
intake of potassium are associated with a significant reduction 
in blood pressure and potential cardiovascular benefits. The 
researchers found that the volunteers’ blood pressure decreased, 
resulting in a reduction in the risk of developing cardiovascular 
diseases. Behavioural changes adopted by the study participants 
also made possible, in many cases, to avoid the need for anti-
hypertension prescription medicine and, in others, to dodge the 
reinforcement of the already taken medication. 
 
 

A PINCH OF FLAVOUR
20 to 30 % of the diseases that appear in adult life are genetic, 
which in itself highlights the importance of prevention. And 
here’s some more information that could encourage behavioural 
change even further: 42 to 43 % of taste is innate and only 
the appetite for sweet things is born with us – just think how 
often it’s used to help distract newborns from any kind of pain. 
Our aversion to bitter things is also inherited, as well as being 

Jerónimo Martins has been, for the last 10 years, committed 
to reducing the salt content in its Companies’ Private Brand 
products. Since 2013, over 240 tonnes of salt were taken out 
of several products sold in the more than 4,000 food stores 
spread across Portugal, Poland and Colombia.  

CUTTING DOWN ON SALT 
@ Jerónimo Martins In Portugal, people 

eat an average of 
180 grams of bread 
per day. Every 
100 grams contains 
1.4 grams of salt and 
the recommended 
maximum daily 
intake of salt should 
not exceed 5 grams. 
The Portuguese 
Health Authority 
hopes to reach the 
goal of 1 gram for 
every 100 grams of 
bread by 2021.

By promoting a healthy lifestyle and well-being, 
the “Less Salt, Portugal” initiative falls under 
the scope of the 2030 United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals agenda. 

“IT’S almost ready; it just needs a pinch of 
salt.” A phrase you hear so often when you’re cooking. An old 
habit which, in many homes, has become an unconscious gesture 
and which, when continuously repeated, can have serious health 
implications. According to the “Health effects of dietary risks in 
195 countries, 1990–2017: a systematic analysis for the Global 
Burden of Disease Study 2017”, published in the scientific journal 
“The Lancet”, in May 2019, excessive consumption of salt is 
associated with over 3 million deaths per year.
As a condiment, we’ve heard that salt seasons life, but this is only 
true if the right amount is used. The World Health Organisation 
(WHO) recommends that daily consumption of salt should be no 
more than 5 grams for adults and 3 grams for children. Portugal 
more than doubles this recommendation: according to the PHYSA 
– “Portuguese Hypertension and Salt Study” – an average of  
10.7 grams of salt are ingested per capita every day, with serious 
implications for public health. In particular, unrestrained 
consumption of salt increases the risk of high blood pressure, 
the main risk factor for Cerebral Vascular Accidents (strokes). 
In Western Europe, Portugal has the highest mortality rate from 
strokes, particularly in people aged under 65. The figures are even 
more frightening if you think that 2 million people now suffer from 
high blood pressure. Of these, however, only 77 % know they are 
suffering from the disease and 12 % will be effectively monitored. 

important for survival, by helping avoid the ingestion of toxins 
present in plants. All other types of flavours can be programmed. 
It’s all a question of training your palate, including your appetite 
for salty things.
When it comes to salt, substituting a pinch of salt for a pinch 
of flavour can be a recipe for success. Herbs (oregano, basil), 
spices, powdered garlic or lemon or lime juice are alternatives 
that enhance the taste of food. 
At the moment, different types of salt are available on the 
market, but what they all have in common is the presence of 
sodium. However, the quantity of sodium and other minerals 
is different, as well as the texture and the flavour. The WHO 
recommends the natural iodised salt option. Given that iodine, 
a mineral that plays an essential role in the proper functioning 
of the entire body, is not produced by our bodies and must be 
obtained through the food we eat, iodised salt can help meet 
daily needs for this micronutrient. 200,000 LITRES 

OF NO ADDED SALT 
SOUP SOLD

140 MILLION UNITS 
OF NO ADDED SALT 

BREAD SOLD 
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In the sunny region of Estoril, near Lisbon, 
there is an organic farming project that 
promotes the social inclusion of people 

with disabilities, closing the circle between 
solidarity and on-the-job training. 

One of its star products is bela-luz thyme, 
a natural substitute for salt. 

in a 
GOOD LOOP
THYME

98.99
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SEEDING THE FUTURE
A 5-HECTARE 
abandoned plot. 80 people. The seed of a life project. In 2012, 
this was only the synopsis. Now, it is the first part of a promising 
story of overcoming adversities and finding a place both in the 
labour market and in society.
The need to find alternative ways to ensure its financial 
sustainability led CERCICA (Cooperative for the Education and 
Rehabilitation of Maladjusted Citizens of Cascais) to the creation 
of an innovative social farming project. In this farmland, once 
used as a dumping ground, a plantation of high-quality organic 
crops was implemented to grow a selection of tea leaves and 
aromatic plants. Bela-luz thyme, Stevia, Lemon Grass and Lemon 
Verbena are the top performers. The project’s farmers are mostly 
young people and adults with cognitive and learning disabilities 
serving within the context of an on-the-job training programme. 
Their tasks include soil preparation to placing stakes, planting 
seeds, harvesting and packing the plants. Only the drying stage 
is done using machinery: the team uses an artisanal solar dryer, 
designed by the institution and made from a shipping container. 
The first harvest of these aromatic herbs took place in 2016 and 
annual yield can reach up to 300 kg. 

THE ROUTE OF “BELA-LUZ” THYME

In this farmland, once used as a dumping 
ground, a plantation of high-quality organic 
crops was implemented to grow a selection 
of tea leaves and aromatic plants.

Bela-luz thyme thrives in 
welldrained soil with low humidity, 
loves the sun and withstands 
extreme weather.
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ABOUT 

Founded in 1976, CERCICA trains people  
with disabilities and incapacitating conditions  

or those who are at risk of social exclusion  
with the purpose of promoting their inclusion 

and capacitation for an autonomous life.  
The creation of Cerplant, in 2001, was a way 
of setting the example. The company provides 
all kinds of services regarding the construction 
and maintenance of gardens and green spaces, 

employing former trainees in their staff.  
In 2018, Cerplant had 26 collaborators and 

produced 1.2 thousand packs of aromatic herbs.

CERCICA
LOW-SALT 

MAYONNAISE 
The “bela-luz” thyme produced by Cercica gave birth 
to the Pingo Doce Private Brand newest mayonnaise, 

launched within the scope of the “Menos Sal 
Portugal” (Less Salt Portugal) initiative.  

The herb’s aroma and flavour enhance its taste, 
working as an alternative to salt. As a matter of fact, 
the item has 80  % less salt than the average market 
value, around 0,24 g for 100 ml. Prepared without 
colourings or preservatives,  it is also gluten-free.

THYME-
-INFUSED 

Bela-luz thyme is also 
known as green salt or 
pure salt.

Alongside with Stevia, bela-luz thyme was the first crop chosen. 
Also known as green salt or pure salt, this evergreen shrub is 
indigenous to the Iberian Peninsula. It thrives in well-drained soil 
with low humidity, loves the sun, withstands extreme weather  
and is very resistant to pests and diseases.
Following three years of investigation, the first large-scale  
bela-luz thyme plantation at Cercica was implemented in 2014.  
“At the time, we bought several specimens of the mother-plant 
from a certified nursery and started placing stakes in trays for 
them to take root. We called this process the ‘hot bed’ because the 
trays were heated,” explains Luísa Simões, agricultural engineer 
from Cerplant (a spin-off from CERCICA that provides gardening 
services). A weed barrier fabric and a drip irrigation system are used. 
In addition to controlling possible pests, the thyme is also  
fed organic fertiliser once a year.
The herb is harvested three to four times a year. “As soon as it is  
20 cm tall, it is cut back hard and dried. The drying process depends 
on the weather and can take between three to 15 days,” says  
Luísa Simões. Approximately 15 people are needed to maintain  
and harvest the bela-luz thyme, but this number can increase to 70 
when it comes to stripping the leaves and packing.  
 
 

SOLIDARITY TASTES (EVEN) BETTER
After drying, the aromatic herbs are wrapped in cellophane  
or packed in CERCICA’s private brand tins. They are also sold 
in defoliated bulk, in 1 kg packs, generally to the catering sector, 
or in bulk without defoliation to be exported alongside with other 
products. Since May 2019, Pingo Doce has invited Cercica -  
as well as other social institutions - to sell the bela-luz thyme, 
Stevia or Lemon Grass in selected stores, under the “Social Market 
Initiative”. The latter is setting up small in-store dedicated displays 
where selected charities with social businesses can market-test their 
products. In this ready-made sales channel, the total revenues go 
back to the institution. Social Market’s goal, expressed by the claim 
“Solidarity Tastes Better”, is to help non-profit charities to build 
a sustainable revenue stream, instead of only relying on donations.  

This evergreen shrub 
is indigenous to the Iberian 
Peninsula.
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“There used to be six cooper’s workshops 
in the area. Now, it’s just me.”

Małgosia Minta reveals the secrets of the cooper 
trade and writes about barrels storing the most 

precious fruits of human labour. 

COOPERAGE
A trade that spans 

generations 
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“I SIMPLY feel it in my 
hands,” says Marek Wilk, when asked how he selects the timber 
he uses to make barrels. Marek Wilk is one of few Polish coopers 
still working in this unique trade. Today, there are just a handful of 
tradesmen still representing this rare trade. Wooden vessels used 
for food storage have been replaced with plastic ones. Methods 
of food preservation have changed; we no longer need to make 
our own preserves. And if someone wants to own a barrel, open 
markets make it easy to import them, often at a lower price, 
but not necessarily at a better quality.  The demand for barrels 
has dropped and so has the need for the cooper’s trade. This 
difficult craft, which requires precision, expertise in materials and 
experience, gradually saw less demand, and started to disappear. 
This does not, however, mean that it has entirely disappeared.
Marek’s workshop is in Sterdyń, just a few minutes’ walk from the 
shores of the Bug river, which meanders sleepily among the fields 
ready for winter hibernation. 
“There were once six cooper’s workshops in the area. Now, it’s 
just me,” admits our host. His workshop dates back to 1870. 
His great grandfather, grandfather and father all worked in the 
trade. “For as long as I can remember, I wandered around the 
workshop where my grandfather was working. When I was being 
too much of a nuisance, the men working for my grandfather 
would put me inside a large barrel to keep me out of the way,” he 
adds laughing and remembering his childhood years.  

He learnt the trade from his grandfather, and then from his dad and, when he was old 
enough to help with barrel making, he helped the grown-ups with simpler tasks. “My 
grandfather was a phenomenal carpenter. While he mostly made barrels, he would also 
make carriages or furniture. But cooperage was always his main occupation. Many of 
his barrels were bought by the locals, but some were also sent to the region of Kurpie 
where, according to local tradition, a barrel had to be included in the bride’s dowry. 
Once married, she would use the barrel to prepare preserves for her husband, to be 
eaten in winter. In a good season, as many as 500-600 barrels of various sizes would 
be bought from the Wilk workshop!”
He is not sure when he started helping his grandfather and father in the workshop, “but 
I must have been in my twenties when I made my first barrel, from scratch and all on my 
own. It is much harder than it looks,” he admits. It begins with selecting timber. “I only 
ever make oak barrels. Oak timber is tough, sturdy, but its chemical composition allows 
it to be used for storing food, preserves or drinks, and it even enhances the flavour.  

“I must have been in my 
twenties when I made my 
first barrel, from scratch 
and all on my own.”, says 
Marek Wilk.

FOOD JOURNALIST, BLOGGER AND 
AUTHOR. WINNER OF THE 2019 

ACADÉMIE INTERNATIONALE DE 
LA GASTRONOMIE AWARD IN THE 

MULTIMEDIA CATEGORY.

MAŁGOSIA 
MINTA 
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In the end, it is the tannins occurring in the oak timber that give 
the unique taste to wine or whisky!”, emphasises Marek. He 
uses trees that are 100-120 years old and come from the wood 
belonging to his family or other local woods. “The woods here 
are abundant in oak trees, because they have to grow perfectly 
straight. And the characteristics of timber also depend on the 
soil in which the tree grows. For example, it affects the pH of 
the timber which is an important factor in barrel making. All of 
this can be checked and measured, but I can simply feel these 
properties with my fingers. I just need to touch timber to know if 
it is suitable. It comes with the experience, but it is also a matter 
of predisposition, of intuition,” he says while I try to understand 
what should be “felt” in the cut planks. Dried and aged timber is 
cut into planks, and then into staves. “The pattern of tree rings 
is really important. They need to run through the stave at a right 
angle otherwise the wood will buckle and the vessel will unseal,” 
stresses the master cooper. Each stave is cut by hand, and this 
means that each is unique. The cooper’s intuition and the vast 
experience acquired over the years, locked in the cooper’s eyes and 
hands, dictate the shape of a stave. When staves are ready, they 
are arranged in a circle inside a tight metal hoop, and then another 

hoop is added. The staves are pulled together and the future barrel 
is charred, because heat makes the staves more pliable. Once the 
barrel is hot enough, the cooper pulls the still loose staves together 
using a metal loop placed over the hoop-free end. The aim is to 
get the staves to fit together to make a perfectly sealed surface, 
without using glue or other accessories. More metal hoops are then 
added, the inside of the barrel is charred one last time (“I believe 
that this is when the barrel absorbs the energy from the fire, which 
it then releases into the liquids during the aging stage”, explains 
Marek), and then the wooden bottom of the barrel is fitted. And 
the barrel is ready to go. “I have sent barrels to buyers in Poland, 
but also to the UK. People buy them to make preserves, to store 
homemade tinctures, meads or whisky,” the hero adds. He admits 
that sometimes he does not accept an order, simply because he 
knows he will not have enough time to make it.
Marek is thinking about retiring, but he hopes that the trade 
will be carried on by future generations. He taught his son how 
to make barrels, but his three little grandsons are also listening 
to our conversation. “We are again beginning to value foods 
prepared in traditional ways. Not just because of their taste, but 
also because of their health properties. This is where old trades, 
such as cooperage, get their support. This is why when you ask if 
cooperage is a dying trade... I hope it isn’t,” he laughs.

PERFECTLY SEALED
When staves are ready, they are arranged in a circle inside a tight 
metal hoop, and then another hoop is added. The aim is to get the 
staves to fit together to make a perfectly sealed surface, without 

using glue or other accessories.
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It’s part of a common imaginary: 
at the breaking of dawn, a pristine milk bottle 
is delivered at the doorstep by the milkman. 
The milk round tradition might have changed, 
but Pingo Doce challenges itself to bring back 
the freshest milk. 

THE milk 
ROUND 
EVOLUTION
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FRESHNESS HAS 
COME FULL CIRCLE

IT was once owned by the Crown. Today, it produces 
natural food with a significant nutritional complexity, returning 
it to its ancestral time. The Monte do Trigo estate, in the Alentejo 
region, has 1,600 dairy cows. The crown jewel of this sprawling 
estate is its unique housing.
Upon entering, one can immediately tell the difference between 
this and other barns: classical music fills the air and there are 
cylindrical brushes to massage the cows, improving their blood 
flow. Broad-bladed fans circulate the air in the automatic feeding 
area to ensure heat relief. As we venture further in, we catch 
a glimpse of the electronic collar around the necks of each cow, 
which monitors their stress levels, among other welfare-related 
indicators. António Serrano, CEO of Jerónimo Martins Agro-
Alimentar, is our tour guide: “We take very good care of the 
cows. We are mindful of the conditions in the facilities, carefully 
taking care of how they are fed and how we can improve their 

logo on her shirt, a Jerónimo Martins Agro-Alimentar subsidiary 
dedicated to animal husbandry. Liliana points to a machine nearby 
and explains the process: “This giant “Thermomix” is automated at 
the front. It loads the feed, makes the silage, collects the dry feed, 
mixes everything and distributes it. Newborn calves are fed by hand 
twice a day. We give them bottles, supplemented with minerals and 
algae”, says Liliana. They are kept in igloos in another part of the 
barn: “They are vaccinated and, when they’re older, they are then 
moved and are fed by the automatic feeding system.” 
 
 

NATURALLY CIRCULAR:  
A SUSTAINABLE PATH
Environmental sustainability, a key pillar of the Jerónimo Martins 
Group's strategy, plays a central role in this project, and is a direct 
result of its investment in local production. António Serrano 
explains the link: “Importing feed from outside the estate involves 
a lot of trucks to transport it here. So, we keep it to a minimum 
by producing feed here on the estate and nearby, using other 
farmers who can also produce feed for us. We are thus promoting 
a reduction in carbon emissions, which is the primary goal. And we 
also seed permanent pastures for the cows.” These pastures self-
regenerate without the need to sow the field and are irrigated by 
a remote management pivot irrigation system. Humidity sensors 
help manage water use, thereby preventing water wastage.
Another remarkable sustainability factor is the way animal 
excrement is treated and incorporated into the production cycle. 
“Manure is carried to a septic tank that separates solid and 
liquid waste”, explains Liliana Mixão. The liquids are recycled 
as fertilizer, while solid waste is transformed into a kind of fine, 
odourless sawdust, which is then used for cow bedding.  
This solution “provides comfort and helps prevent udder infections 
and inflammation.”

Animal welfare is one of the 
project's biggest concerns. These 

massage brushes stimulate the cows' 
blood circulation whilst helping 

them to keep clean and calm.

70% of feed 
is produced 

on the estate, 
namely the 

silage (maize 
and ryegrass).comfort, promoting good rest. We believe this breeds a positive 

atmosphere: see those brushes around there, which the cows 
can walk up to for a massage? They often form queues around 
them. And ambience music is played to create a more relaxing 
environment.” 
Here rules a strong belief that a "happy" cow produces better milk. 
The animals' well-being is essential, but everything, naturally, 
starts with genetics. Most of the cattle on the property are 
Holstein-Friesian cows, which is considered the best breed for milk 
production. We move on to the feed, 70 % of which is produced on 
the estate: “The most important component is the silage (maize 
and ryegrass), which we supplement with some dry feed.” To make 
it, by-products from other industries are used: brewers’ grains – 
consisting of residues from grain such as barley, wheat or oats –, 
tomato pomace and sweet potatoes. Liliana Mixão is the estate's 
Deputy Site Manager and veterinarian. She bears the Best Farmer 
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THE “STAR OF THE COMPANY” 
GUIDING RURAL GROWTH
The Group’s ambition is to offer consumers a “high-quality, 
differentiated private brand” product. “Imagination is our 
challenge. This project is part laboratory and tests solutions that 
are in line with industry trends. There is significant potential 
here. We have milk, cream, butter... we can use milk, which 
is a highly-nutritious raw material, to create other products”. 
António Serrano has no doubt that the potential product portfolio, 
together with continuous training and technical and technological 
innovation, will help make the factory the “star of the company”. 
He claims that contributing to the development of the region is 
a strong motivator and is where the factory plays a decisive role. 
“Reviving a region that was once known for its milk production, 
which had been stagnant for a long time”, adds António Serrano, 
recalling that “the local cooperative we work with was finding it 
very difficult to keep business going. We prevented the worst from 
happening. We prevented the dairy industry from disappearing 
entirely in Portalegre. The region's leading brand, Serraleite, lives 
on because we continue to package milk for the cooperative, 
which then sells it on the market and to our stores. We prevented 
job loss, created more jobs and boosted the local economy with a 
lot of people who provide us services. A country that does not take 
care of its rural areas is abandoning a large part of its territory and 
is not supporting those regions”, he concludes.

APPROVED BY NATURE, 
SENSED BY THE MARKET
Following acquisition, in 2015, of the dairy factory from Serraleite 
(a local Dairy Cooperative), Jerónimo Martins invested 40 million 
euros in building a new factory in the municipality of Portalegre 
that has twice the production capacity: nearly 100 million litres 
per year. It is to this factory, Terra Alegre, that the Monte do 
Trigo estate sends 50 thousand litres of milk every night for 
pasteurisation. The milk is then shipped in 1-litre bottles to 
Distribution Centres in the morning, going from there to Pingo 
Doce stores in a sip.  Offered in the skimmed or semi-skimmed 
milk varieties, it has a “unique and genuine flavour, approved by 
nature.” It is, according to the CEO of Jerónimo Martins Agro-
Alimentar, the milk of our ancestors: “A true milk connoisseur 
identifies with the freshness, in the authenticity of fresh milk. In 
the past, people bought milk every day. We are essentially turning 
back time and industrially replicating it to offer consumers a 
different type of product.” The fact that it isn’t ultra-heat treated 
enhances its natural properties, which are preserved if used within 
a short space of time: “Normally around 15 days or so. So, this 
milk is much closer to what we had in the past. It lets us bring 
back that extra flavour.”

Terra Alegre's milk factory, in 
Portalegre, where 50 thousand litres 
of this milk arrive every day. 

 “A true milk 
connoisseur identifies 

with the freshness, 
in the authenticity 

of fresh milk. We are 
essentially turning back 

time and industrially 
replicating it to offer 

consumers a different 
type of product.” 

feed.jeronimomartins.com
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Named after scientist Louis Pasteur, pasteurisation 
is a process that applies heat to destroy pathogens 

in foods. “Pasteurised” means that the milk has been 
heated to a minimum of 63°C for 30 minutes or 72°C 

for 15 seconds to kill bacteria that may 
be harmful and/or may cause spoilage.

ABOUT 
PASTEURISATION

IN MONTE 
DO TRIGO 
milk is carefully collected in an 
environment where animal welfare 
meets business sustainability. 

THE milky  WAY

litres of this special milk 
batch arrive at the Terra Alegre 

factory, every night.

50,000

Upon arrival to the factory,  
the milk is tested to guarantee the 
highest quality standards. The lab 
analysis are ready in about 9 minutes 
and the batch goes to pasteurisation. 

8,000 BOTTLES 
OF MILK/HOUR  

After processing 
and packaging, 

in 100 %  recyclable 
PET bottles, it gets to 

Pingo Doce stores in a sip. 
This milk journey 

takes around 72 hours, 
from cow to shelf. 
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IMAGINE a child running in 
the street, turning a wasted tire in front of him at high speed. 
It just seems like a childhood play but there is a whole factor 
combination that allows that wheel to stay running, circulating, 
without falling, always balanced. There is a need to always keep 
it in high rotation but ensuring that speed is controlled so one 
can adjust the trajectory to the obstacles and surprises that 
may appear along the way.  Maybe it’s a good analogy for a key 
concept in the Food Retail business, known as FMCG: 
Fast-Moving Consumer Goods.
FMCG are those food products or household items that a 
consumer buys every time he goes to a supermarket, which implies 
being products that leave the shelves very quickly. They are usually 
high-volume products sold at affordable prices.
In the case of Jerónimo Martins, there is another fast analogy and 
that has to do with freshness, the freshness of the food products 
that are made available to consumers. The earlier a fresh product 
is consumed, the closer it will be to its peak taste and nutritional 
value. And this obsession with freshness, forces us to be able to 
quickly get the best products to our stores every day, bringing us 
closer to the FMCG concept.

ROTATING 
GOODS:
THE FASTER THE BETTER 

Rotation - key concept 
This is where high rotation ties-up with freshness. Whenever 
a consumer buys a product in a supermarket, it creates the need 
to replenish that product so that the next consumer can obtain 
it as well. And the better we are able to perform this rotation, the 
faster we can ensure the supply of a product.
Rotation is something that immediately reminds us of an engine. 
The higher the rotation, the faster. The higher the performance, 
the greater the success. And this concept can be extended 
to a macro perspective, both economically and socially.
From an economic point of view, it can almost be said that 
product rotation allows us to increase sales, which creates more 
value, serves more people, increases their satisfaction, requiring 
also a bigger team to deliver good results. More people means 
creating more jobs, having more investments, having more success 
in creating wealth, having greater capacity to share this wealth 
with everyone involved: producers, retailers, consumers.
From a social point of view, we have an example of what can 
happen when we lose the ability to keep rotating. In many 
European countries the population is ageing, i.e. there is a loss 
of rotation. Many societies run the risk of languishing.
So, on the one hand we have low rotation, which leads to 
stagnation and inertia, and on the other hand we have the energy 
provided by high rotation, which creates growth and regeneration.

Mass market 
versus exclusivity
FMCG require a maximum rotation, enabling a constant supply 
capacity to satisfy consumers. At the same time this allows more 
people to get access, benefiting the lives of those consumers 
with a wider range of choices and being able to reach a variety of 
fresh products. And this makes a difference. The sale of this mass 
market products is only possible if prices are affordable, which 
requires along the supply chain very tiny profit margin in each unit 
that is sold. That’s why this kind of business requires a large scale.
The contrast is clear with niche products, where companies seek to 
offer exclusivity. There is an intentionally blocked rotation, to raise 
the value of what is unique. Individualisation allows consumers to 
stand out in the crowd. But this type of products, associated with 
luxury goods, obviously reaches fewer people. In this case these 
people are willing to pay a high to very high margin of profit in 
each unit. Exclusivity must be paid. 
In Jerónimo Martins, the choice for the high rotation of products 
democratises consumers’ access to high quality and safe products, 
with a freshness guarantee. At the same time, the Group is also 
promoting a more comprehensive sharing of value with the 
societies where it invests and develops its businesses.

CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER 
JERÓNIMO MARTINS

PEDRO 
LEANDRO

The obsession
with freshness
forces us to be able
to quickly get
the best products
to our stores
every single day.

Fast-moving 
consumer goods are 
usually high-volume 
products sold at 
affordable prices.
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STONE 
CIRCLES 

Deep in the woods in the north of Poland, 
on the coast of the Baltic Sea, mysterious stone 

circles fill the air with an ancient magic. 
Today, they are monuments and archaeological 

reserves, but their origins and true purpose remain 
a secret kept untold. 

Secrets of the 
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ONCE upon a time... Wait! This is not a fairy 
tale. This is a true story about the mysterious stone circles hidden 
deep in the woods in the north of Poland, on the coast of the Baltic 
Sea. The story of real places filled with ancient magic. 
There are around twenty such places strewn along the stretch of coast 
between Koszalin and Gdańsk. The best known (and best preserved) 
are the three sites Grzybnica, Odry and Węsiory. All three are located 
in picturesque, even romantic settings, on the riverbank on a lake 
shore. Centuries ago, the landscape around Węsiory was dominated 
by heathland. It must have been a truly enchanting place.     
Grzybnica is home to five particularly well-preserved stone 
circles: two large circles and three much smaller ones. It cannot 
be a coincidence that the two large circles each have precisely 
the same diameter of 37.5 m. Each circle has been carefully 
arranged and contains boulders placed at even intervals along 
its outer edge. A central boulder – called a stele – was placed 
in the middle of the circle. The stele was usually much larger 
than the remaining boulders. Thirty boulders were used to 
build each circle and each weighed at least a tonne. These were 

DISCOVERING 
POLISH HISTORY

accompanied by triangular and round cobblestone pavements 
and by huge standalone vertical stelae. 
The site in Odry is significantly larger and comprises 10 circles, each 
between 15 and 33 metres in diameter. Each has 16 to 29 stones, 
some as tall as one metre high. The Węsiory site has just four 
circles. Constructors of these sites faced a mammoth task, both 
in terms of the construction itself and of transportation from the 
excavation sites, some of which were located miles away from 
where the circle was placed. A significant workforce must have 
been involved in construction. Someone had to subcontract the 
work, supervise the entire undertaking and work out the logistics, 
including the provision of equipment, such as the large quantity of 
wooden planks used to roll the stelae from one location to another. 
So, who erected these sites, and to what purpose?
Archaeologists know the answer to the first question. The land now 
belonging to Poland was once a temporary home to the Germanic 
Goths who lived here over a space of a few centuries, on their way 
from their Scandinavian fatherland to the borders of the Empire. 
The Goths were well known to such Roman historians as Tacitus, 
Ptolemy or Jordanes. All the circles date back to the time of their 
presence in Pomerania, between the 1st century and the beginning of 
the 3rd century AD. 
Stone circles and nearby cemeteries must have played an important 
role in the life of the local communities. We know that they were 
not used as burial grounds. Only a small number of human remains 
have been found at the sites and they had usually such insignificant 
earthly belongings buried with them that it is believed that they must 
have been sacrificed. Sacrifice included food, drink, jewellery and 
ornaments, but people were also sacrificed. We know this from the 
writings of ancient historians. Traces of bonfires and broken pieces of 
earthenware found at the Węsiory site suggest that gatherings, feasts 
and religious celebrations were held there; family and tribal matters 
were discussed, fortunes were told and sacrifice was made. All the 
decisions which mattered to the local community were taken  “in the 
presence” of the deceased forefathers, not at the burial sites but in the 
sacred zone. The Goths held two large annual gatherings at the time 
of the solstices - the Midsummer Solstice (in June) and the Winter 
Solstice (in December). Another equally possible interpretation is that 
the circles served as a communal calendar (similar to Stonehenge in 
England). Used in this way, they would have provided information 
on the time of solstices, the position of the sun and the moon, and 
on when to organise annual celebrations and important agricultural 
activities (for example, harvest times). 
And today? The preserved circles have become archaeological 
reserves and monuments to the peoples and religions of the past. 
Festivals are held at these sites, such as the annual Festyn Gocki 
(Goth Festival) in Odry. The stone circles also attract modern 
esoteric movements worshipping fertility and “vital energy”, as well 
as eccentrics in search of extra-terrestrial encounters. At night, you 
might also bump into lovers. Let’s give them some privacy, shall we?ARCHAEOLOGIST AND HEAD 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY 
AT THE MARIA CURIE-SKŁODOWSKA 
UNIVERSITY, IN LUBLIN, POLAND 

PIOTR 
ŁUCZKIEWICZ

All circles date
 back to the time 

of Goths’ presence 
in the Polish region 

of Pomerania, between 
the 1st century and 

the beginning of the 
3rd century AD.  

Stone Circles in Grzybnica 
Archaeological Reserve.
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Related to the sun and gold in Pre-Hispanic America, 
the circle finds its most iconic representation 

in Colombian Chiribiquete Park, declared a World 
Heritage site by UNESCO. The “Maloca del Jaguar” 

– the House of the Jaguar  – is the epicentre of Shamanic 
beliefs and its symbolism is widely replicated 

in indigenous cultures. 
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AT a universal level, the circle embodies a very specific 
geometrical form considered as the most perfect of all shapes.  
In the greek culture and in Syria it represents the breath of 
divinity and it is the figure that has no beginning and no end; 
in other words, it combines several principles and criteria that 
have in some way been repeatedly used in many parts and cultures 
around the world.
In the Central and South American regions, from Mexico 
to Argentina, this is a constant. The most interesting fact we 
have found in our research about this shape is that it is also an 
archetype, which means or is related to the concept of the whole, 
of energy, of sacredness and community, a very broad element 
that is of crucial importance.
In Pre-Hispanic America, the circle was often associated with the 
sun and gold, which is not surprising because of all the gold that 
the indigenous crafted in great detail and of a ceremonial value 
was part of the metaphor of the sun. In this respect, there 
is a relevant transcendence and we clearly see that the circle 
is the most important element, representing the entirety. 
This entirety, in turn, from what we can detect in Pre-Hispanic 
iconography, is also associated with the opposites, that is, to 
duality, another very important aspect that opens up a whole 
universe not only of interpretation, but of the importance of the 
repeated use of this geometric form: circularity representing the 
power of the world.
In the Neotropics, we often find pictorial or carved engravings 
showing circles, in particular concentric circles. A large 
circle with a smaller one is perhaps the most important of all 
representations. 
The small circle alludes to the extremely important Flowering 
tree, which is a significant icon on Neotropical America and 
expresses an element also associated with “entirety”, the 
encounter with half of the world. This is something known 
in many other cultures, such as the Axis Mundi - the Latin 
expression to the center of the world, where Heaven and 
Earth get connected. Here we once again find everything that 
represents the circle as a universal archetype, widely expressed 
through such an important metaphor of power and entirety. 

THE CIRCLE 
AS A SYMBOL IN THE 
INDIGENOUS COLOMBIA

The malocas’ circular 
plan is a model of the 
cosmos, enabling the 
use of the vital inner 

space, especially in the 
centre, as a ritual place.

CHIRIBIQUETE NATIONAL PARK, 
THE “MALOCA DEL JAGUAR”
The circle and the quadripartition are also clearly identified 
in the iconic Colombian site of Chiribiquete. The circle 
contains a kind of light in its half that reveals four geometric 
shapes through in.
The Chiribiquete is a fundamental Shamanic element that 
describes interim solar power. In this case, it consistently and 
repeatedly refers to the use of the circle to express the solar 
condition, but at the same time the feline condition of the jaguar, 
which is the most structuring element of the though of this site 
nestled in the Colombian part of the Amazon. 
The form in which the Chiribiquete is represented is precisely 
a circle with these four parts and four small circles, each nested 
in the quadripartitions. We have also found the icon represented 
in many other parts, being clear that this is a repeated allusion to 
Chiribiquete as the fundamental epicentre of Shamanic thought. 
The most important and curious aspect is that the Equator line 
crosses the Chiribiquete Mountain precisely in the middle, and 
this did not go unnoticed by the first American settlers, as they 
chose Chiribiquete because of this crucial cosmopolitan and 
cosmographic condition, and associated it to the concept of 
the circle or to the centre of the world: as Axis Mundi. So, this 
element that continues to appear across the mountain and around 
it confirms the leading role of this site.
The cultural tradition of Chiribiquete was widely spread along 
Central and South America. We know very little about it and we 
are just beginning to unravel all these correlations. However, we do 
know that one of the key elements of power is associated with this 
circular quadripartite icon, but at the same time with the crucial role 
of the jaguar as the structuring element of Shamanic thought. 

ANTHROPOLOGIST AT THE 
LOS ANDES UNIVERSITY AND 
DIRECTOR OF THE CARIBBEAN 
ENVIRONMENTAL HERITAGE 
FOUNDATION.  

CARLOS 
CASTAÑO URIBE 
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The maloca 
is a sacred place 

designed as 
a woman’s womb, 

the universal house.

MALOCA, THE WOMB 
OF THE MOTHER EARTH 
The first thing we should point out is that the maloca is an ancestral 
communal house used mainly by Amazonian indigenous groups, 
who named it. Of course, malocas also exist in other regions and 
parts of the continent, although the special nature of this type of 
structure is always associated with what indigenous people relate 
to the mother house and, as such, to a very special place.
The malocas in the Amazon, in this case in Colombia, are used 
for many purposes. Their circular plan and complex structure are 
a model of the cosmos, enabling the use of the vital inner space, 
especially in the centre, as a ritual place, and the surrounding  
area for housing purposes, where both men and women live.  
The central part is marked by four large columns, circumscribing 
the purely ceremonial site, which is used only for those purposes.
The maloca is, above all, a sacred place designed as a woman’s 
womb, a mother’s womb, the universal house. This is especially 
important when taken in a broader context. The concept of 
a circular maloca can also be found in other Colombian sites. 
Perhaps the most interesting reference we have today, in addition 
to the many malocas used by several Amazonian Colombian 
indigenous groups, is the one found in Sierra Nevada de Santa 
Marta, a moutain range that runs through the country, where 
circular-shaped sacred spaces are clearly used in ceremonies.
In the Sierra, especially in the Kogui indigenous tribe park, we can 
see very large structures – the sacred temples – which resemble 

beehives, or straight-walled structures with conical roofs shaped 
to highlight the role of the circular floor plan. We can also see the 
position of the four columns inside them and how those sacred 
places work, as well as the four ovens and meeting places.
These malocas are mainly found in Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta 
and were widely described in the 1950s. This allowed us to see the 
key role of these temples associated with the universal mother’s 
womb and to describe the entire structure, in which each column, 
each beam and each supporting point are highly symbolic.  
The temple – or maloca – can be also used as an astronomical 
observatory as the roof has a hole that the indigenous people 
intentionally make so that sun rays can penetrate during certain 
times of the year and whith they usually cover up with little pots to 
protect what they call the power of the uterus. When the sun shines 
through in certain times of the year, a halo of light is projected on 
the circular floor, in relation to the four columns and four ovens 
found in this sacred place.  

The majos can then tell the exact time of the year, define the right 
time to harvest and carry out other activities related to the annual 
farming cycle. On the other hand, these halos of sunlight and 
the moon’s rays are also used to conduct temple ceremonies, 
according to the concept of Father sun and Universal Mother.
In Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta there are settlements used 
specifically more unattainable for these major sun-based rituals. 
They are situated in the highest and unattainable spots, almost 
on the highlands, where one or two majos live independently, 
dedicated to the cult and the ceremony held every day.
The older and wiser majos are responsible for getting up at dawn 
to officiate the rituals to bring out the sun. According to them, 
without these rituals the sun would not come out and nothing in 
life would continue. This clearly shows the strategic importance 
of these sites and the goodness associated with them, their 
presence and the sacred role they play so that day and night may 
exist. The sun rises at the end of each ceremony. 
 
 

A RITUAL SACRED IN EVERY SENSE
The construction of the circular malocas in Sierra Nevada de 
Santa Marta and in the Amazon demand for extremely lengthy 
and complex rituals to ask for a special permission from the 
Mother to locate one of these temples in a space considered by 
the Shamans as very sacred. If all goes well, the maloca will be 
able to fulfill its fundamental role in the way of thinking and the 
philosophical and conceptual model of the indigenous people.
Everything is amply related and combines elements from the 

underworld, the earthly world and the supra world, in such 
a way that the conceptualisation of these circular malocas is 
largely structured to serve as the matrix of the cosmos and of the 
universe, and to be a pathway to the stars, where all the dead go.
Finally, there are several allusions and definitions wherein the 
circle is a key element in the central role played by the sun and 
the stars and, in the Amazonian case, also very much related 
to the concept of jaguaridad.

Indigenous kogui inside a “Kansamaria”,  
the tribe’s ceremonial temple.  
This great structure has a circular floor 
plant resembling beehives, or straight-walled 
structures with conical roofs.
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Go in, choose a product, take it off the shelf, 
press a button and go out. It sounds like fiction 

but it’s already a reality in the lab store that 
Pingo Doce has opened in a university campus 

in the outskirts of Lisbon. By night, when its doors 
close, a 24/7 machine equipped with computer 

vision will fulfill the students’ indulgence.   
CLOCK   
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EXPERIMENTS 
FOR THE FUTURE 

IT’S monday, 4 o’clock in the morning. The Algebra exam is in three days’ 
time and students are burning the midnight oil at Nova School of Business & Economics 
(Nova SBE) in Cascais Municipality (in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area). Then, a problem 
crops up, one whose urgency takes precedence over everything else: hunger pangs begin 
to take hold and energy must be quickly restored. The solution is right there, on the lower 
floor: a machine which, like the university, never sleeps. The magic letters that make up 
the formula are written in neon green: “Go 24/7”. Inside the window, you’ll find plenty of 
different types of juices, sandwiches, chocolate, nuts and even cappuccino, from a range 
of around 30 products. The glass doors are opened using a code from the Pingo Doce 
& Go Nova app. Then, all you have to do is take out your products, close the doors and 
enjoy your snack. Computer vision does all the rest.  

The analytics system will 
make it possible to adapt 
the assortment according 
to consumers’ preferences.
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AN ONGOING LAB
The designing began with a comprehensive analysis of the 
school community’s needs. Mapping students’ consuming 
habits was fundamental in the definition of assortment, so the 
study also included student visits to their friends’ houses to see 
what they had in the fridge. In terms of what they would like 
to have available on campus, the fact that many mentioned 
fresh fruit, for example, led to a larger investment in diced fruit 
and individual pieces of fruit, the latter being a differentiating 
element in the country’s food retail sector. The increasing 
demand for organic and wholegrain solutions were also taken 
into account, as well as dietary restrictions. The store offers a 
variety of lactose-free and gluten-free products. 
The fast pace of the students’ routine makes takeaway food  
increasingly necessary. There is a ready-to-eat area with a wide 
range of options, such as salads, sushi, soup, pasta and duck rice. 
And a wood-burning oven where, for 50 cents, customers can 
heat their pizza up. And there’s a self-service coffee machine too. 
The analytics system will make it possible to adapt the products 
on offer over time, as consumer preferences are identified.  
Isabel Ferreira Pinto, CEO of Pingo Doce, highlights that 

the Group wanted to “create a very different shopping 
experience, one that would bring real comfort and convenience 
to the academic community, and also to the area around the 
university.” This lab store “will make it possible to observe, 
study and learn about new consumer trends and new ways of 
shopping”. With an area of around 250 m2, the space will be 
open from 7:30 am to 9 pm from Monday to Saturday.
Another extremely important point is the concern with privacy. 
To use either the store or the Go 24/7 machine, customers 
need to provide their phone number and associate a payment 
method to their account. The system that makes them both work 
knows who it is, but neither the store nor the machine use facial 
recognition. Payment can also be made at the self-checkouts 
using a debit or credit card, as the store is cashless.

By then, your mobile phone has already received a notification 
saying how much you spent in your purchase, and how much was 
charged to your credit card. 
A few hours later, around 7:30 am, the silence will give way to the 
hustle and bustle before the first classes of the day. Breakfast on 
campus, mid-morning snacks, a ready-to-eat meal for lunch. The 
kind of meals that fit in short breaks. Fortunately, next to Go 24/7, 
the Pingo Doce Lab Store makes the time seem longer. There are 
no queues or checkout operators. Just open the app, take your 
products from the shelves and add them to your virtual shopping 
basket by tapping or scanning. The only thing it takes is putting 
your smartphone near the electronic labels or the barcodes. Once 
you’ve finalised your purchase, you can close it in the app and leave 
the store by swipping the QR code to open the gate.
This project was made with cutting edge Portuguese technology.  
It was designed by Jerónimo Martins after Nova SBE challenged 
the Group to open a commercial outlet inside the campus, in line 
with its visionary spirit. 

To prevent food waste, 
fresh fruit is sold per piece.

Mapping students’ 
consuming habits 
was fundamental 
in the definition 
of the store 
assortments.

To enter the store, customers must  
use the Pingo Doce & Go Nova app  

and scan the QR code that will  
officially start the purchasing process. 
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THE SWEET TASTE 
OF COLOMBIAN 

Cycling
There is a legend that fuelled a myth of Colombian 

cycling. A powerful food, a secret weapon taken in 1983 
by Colombia’s first team to ride the Tour de France.

A team of amateurs that managed to climb  
the Alps and the Pyrenees side by side with  

the biggest names in the race.
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JULY 1983. For the first time in the history of 
the Tour de France, a Colombian team entered the world’s most 
important cycling competition.
Jose Patrocinio Jiménez, Alfonso Flórez and Edgar “el Condorito” 
Corredor, known then as the “beetles”, would be the characters 
of the legendary Colombia-Varta Batteries team. Rubén Dario 
Gómez and Martin Emilio “Cochise” Rodríguez would be the 
technicians. All of them are now great legends in their home 
country, but in 1983 they were still part of an amateur team.
As was to be expected, les petits colombiens - as the French called 
them - suffered every kind of rookie situations, regarding the sport 
itself and, of course, the ones related to food, which during the 
competition included alarming quantities of panela (raw sugar 
cane) and herpos (biscuits stuffed with milk caramel).
The French press began to wonder “What is panela?” and even 
urged the organizers to check on the suspicious-looking product.
José Clopatofsky, the veteran journalist who covered the Conquest 
of Europe at that time for “El Tiempo” daily news, tells us the 
story: “The Tour’s medical committee asked me for a sample of 
panela for analysis. I asked one of the guys for a piece of panela 

to use gels to feed cyclists. They also began to carry small 
envelopes containing 20 to 25 grams of carbohydrates to the 
races, which is the ideal dose to be consumed. Cyclists take them 
every 20, 30 or 40 minutes, depending on the effort.
Early in the 21st Century gels became a bit more complex, using 
salts, electrolytes, and some stimulants such as caffeine.
But these are not the only things cyclists take. Even if they look 
like very thin athletes, a professional cyclist consumes much 
more calories than any other human being. As an example, the 
overflowing energy consumption of a cyclist during a stage of the 
Tour de France goes up to 8,000 calories, while a common person 
consumes between 1,500 to 2,000 calories a day.
The usual diet of a world class cyclist starts by having breakfast twice.  
The first, after getting up, includes fruit juices, cereals, and oats. The 
second, which looks like lunch, is eaten a couple of hours before the 
stage, and includes three or four eggs, pasta and/or rice, meat or fish.
After the race starts, and during the stages, riders have sandwiches 
of all kinds, cereal bars, fruit juices, and lots of water. If a specific stage 
includes climbing a mountain, cyclists must eat every half an hour. 
When the stage is over, they have generous portions of rice 
and/or pasta inside the team bus.
Then, in the evening, the dinner is full of carbohydrates and 
proteins. But at no time, not even as a joke, a piece of panela. 
That was just a myth. A nice and sweet myth, by the way.

Panela is usually found in rectangular 
or round compact bars. When it is baked 
in water, a dark and sticky liquid called 
aguapanela is obtained.

and handed it to the medical staff. Two days later, the same 
physicians, holding the results in their hands, told me: ‘Why do 
you people consume that? It does the same to the body as a sugar 
cube, but it takes a lot more effort from the digestive tract’”.
It was then that the myth of panela consumption started to 
be demystified within the Colombian cycling organization, 
which, since the 1950s, had been essential in the practice 
of this sport. However, years would past before Colombian 
cyclists stopped the habit of consuming sweet in the shape 
of a stone during competitions. Today, practically no serious 
cyclist consumes panela.
Jose Patrocinio Jiménez recalls: “Panela was casted away in the 
year 1983. The following year I competed for the Teka team 
and learned that the natural replacement for panela were honey 
cereal bars to provide us with energy. When I returned to Café 
de Colombia team panela was already prohibited, but journalists 
were still insisting with the same story. The thing is that saying 
that panela made us stronger as we came from peasant families, 
gave the media more audience. But that was just lies”.    
It wasn’t until the end of the 20th Century that teams started 

FROM RAW  
SUGAR CANE TO GEL

JOURNALIST, WRITER AND 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF “BOCAS” MAGAZINE. 

AUTHOR OF “THE LEGEND OF THE 
BEETLES”, THAT BRINGS TOGETHER 

ONE HUNDRED MOMENTS 
OF COLOMBIA NATIONAL CYCLING.

MAURICIO 
SILVA
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Panela: 
Non-refined sugar obtained from sugar cane, 

very typical from some South American 
countries. It is usually found in rectangular 

or round compact bars.

Aguapanela: 
Drink prepared by baking brown panela in 

water, until a dark liquid is obtained. It can be 
accompanied with arepa (a small maize bread) 

or almojábana (Colombian cheese bread).
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EGAN BERNAL: 
A CONDOR AT THE 
TOP OF THE WORLD

28 July, 2019: a day that will live forever in the heart 
of all Colombians. Eight days only after Colombia’s National Day, 
Egan Bernal became the first Colombian (and South American)
rider to ever win the Tour de France in its centenary history.
If there is any surprise at Bernal’s win, is why it took so long for 
a Colombian to top the podium. Perpetuating the tradition of great 
climbers from this country, Egan Bernal left his mark on the Tour 
de France in the mountains, but unlike his flashy predecessors, 
he also managed an overall win.  
At just 22, he is the youngest winner since 1909.
Long before Bernal was born, Colombian riders like Luis Herrera 
and Fabio Parra conquered the hearts of cycling fans with long and 
spectacular raids in the Tour de France mountains. In spite of their 
excellence, they never came close to win the race. More recently, 

Nairo Quintana ended runner-up twice behind Chris Froome 
(from Great Britain). 
2019’s route, the highest in the race history with five summit finishes 
(including three above 2,000 meters), and only 54 kilometres of time 
trialling, gave the young champion a golden opportunity.
Unlike Bradley Wiggins, Froome and Geraint Thomas – the 
three other riders who won the Tour for the British team Ineos – 
Bernal is not a race-against-the-clock specialist. He has built this 
year’s success on consistent performances in the Pyrenees and a 
tremendous attack in the Alps after losing ground in the individual 
time trial. Weighting 60 kilograms, the superlight Bernal thrived 

At just 22 years 
old and weighing 
60 kilograms, 
the superlight 
Egan Bernal thrived 
in rarefied air, becoming 
the youngest general 
classification winner 
of the Tour de France 
since 1909.

A boy cries 
as he celebrates 
while watching 
the Tour de France 
in Zipaquira 
- Egan Bernal’s 
hometown

in rarefied air, and he delivered his fatal blow in the Col de 
l’Iseran, the hwighest point of this edition’s Tour at 2,770 meters.
In 2018, as the prodigious young Colombian matched the pace 
of Geraint Thomas and Chris Froome in his first Tour de France 
– and left many of its big names behind him in the mountains 
– the 21-year-old was instantly tipped as a future Tour winner. 
A year has passed by, and, in his triumph, Egan Bernal went 
on saying the victory was for his family but also for his home 
country of Colombia. “This is not only my triumph”, Bernal said. 
“It’s the triumph of a whole country.”
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BOOKshelf
BOOKS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

THE BOOK OF CIRCLES 

Visualizing 
Spheres of Knowledge
WHY  are we so surrounded by these 
rounded figures? After four long years of research, 
roughly 2,000 exchanged e-mails, and plenty of 
sketches and notes, Portuguese author Manuel 
Lima seeks to answer the question.
In his book, Lima takes us on a lively tour through 
millennia of circular information design. Three 
hundred detailed and colourful illustrations from 
around the world cover an encyclopedic array of 
subjects: architecture, urban planning, fine art, 
design, fashion, technology, religion, cartography, 
biology, astronomy, and physics, all based on the 
circle, the universal symbol of unity, perfection, 
movement, and infinity.

The Book of Circles juxtaposes clay trading tokens 
used by the ancient Sumerians with the iconic logos 
of twentieth-century corporations, a visual analysis 
of Stanley Kubrick’s film The Shining with early 
celestial charts that placed the earth at the centre of 
the universe, among a wealth of other elegant and 
intriguing methods for displaying information.
A Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and 
nominated by Creativity magazine as “one of the 
50 most creative and influential minds of 2009”, 
Manuel Lima provides an authoritative history of 
the circle as well as a unique taxonomy of twenty-
one varieties of circle diagrams, rounding out this 
visual feast for infographics enthusiasts.

The Book of Circles: Visualizing 
Spheres of Knowledge
Manuel Lima
Princeton Architectural Press, 2017
272 pages

The following list is comprised of books 
that relate to the various topics explored 
throughout this issue. It provides an entry point 
for readers that may want to further examine 
these themes through handpicked selections 
that promise to enrich worldviews.
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BOOKshelf
BOOKS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

FERNANDO 
BOTERO

Celebration

In his fifth work of nonfiction, bestselling 
author Mark Kurlansky turns his attention 
to a common household item with a long 
and intriguing history: Salt. Indispensable 
and an essential part of the human body – 
one can taste it in blood, tears and sweat 
– these square crystals are the only rock 
we eat; but salt is not of practical use only, 
as it has shaped civilization from the very 
beginning, and its story is a glittering, often 
surprising part of the history of mankind. 
A substance so valuable it served as 
currency, this mineral has influenced the 
establishment of trade routes and cities, 
provoked and financed wars, secured 
empires and inspired revolutions.
Populated by colourful characters and filled 
with fascinating details, Salt is a multi-
layered piece of an unlikely world history 
and a 5,000-year odyssey that shows how 
sodium chloride has profoundly influenced 
people’s lives.

Colombian  painter and sculptor, Fernando Botero (1932) 
is probably the best-known Latin American artist working today. 
Fernando Botero: Celebration (2013) was published to coincide 
with the biggest retrospective exhibition of the artist’s career and to 
celebrate the eightieth anniversary of his birth.
Botero was directly involved in the selection process and in the 
organization of the exhibition, which gave a complete, theme-based 
overview of his oeuvre, and featured circa 100 of the artist’s works 
since 1947. From his early attempts to the circus, church or bullfight 
theme works, from Latin-American to still lifes, the volume is an 
exciting walk through his master pieces.
The book includes less well-known sides about Botero like his 
literature adventures. Between 1980 and 1981, the painter wrote and 
illustrated some short stories published at El Tiempo newspaper, as 
well as the catalogue of the exhibition included five of these drawings 
with their texts. The book also contains a text by Nobel Prize winner 
Mario Vargas Llosa called La Suntuosa Abundancia.

SALT 
A World History

There is no part of our bodies that 
fully rotates. Be it a wrist, ankle or arm in 
a shoulder socket, we are made to twist 
only so far. The wheel is a rotational 
mechanism that accomplishes what our 
physical form cannot.
Professor Emeritus of Biology at Duke 
University in North Carolina, Steven 
Vogel, the author of Why the Wheel 
Is Round, combines his engineering 
expertise with a remarkable curiosity 
about how things work to explore how 
wheels and other mechanisms were, until 
very recently, powered by the push and 
pull of the muscles and skeletal systems of 
humans and other animals.
Providing a unique history of the wheel 
and other rotational devices, this book 
examines the contraptions and tricks we 
have devised in order to more efficiently 
move (and move through) the physical 
world, offering the reader a captivating 
exploration of our common technological 
heritage based on the simple concept of 
rotation.

WHY THE WHEEL 
IS ROUND 
Muscles, Technology,
and How We Make Things Move

5.

4.2.

3.
Salt: A World History
Mark Kurlansky
Penguin Books, 2003
496 pages

Fernando Botero:  
Celebration
Fernando Botero
La Fábrica/Museo de Bellas 
Artes de Bilbao, 2013
224 pages

SAGMEISTER 
& WALSH

Beauty
In this ground-breaking highly visual 
book, acclaimed designers Stefan Sagmeister 
and Jessica Walsh set out on a mission: 
to explore the essence of beauty and the 
transformative power of design in our lives. 
They turn to philosophy, history and science 
to understand why we are drawn to beauty 
and how it influences the way we feel and 
behave.
Determined to translate their findings 
into action, the New York-based creative 
duo – who work across graphic design, art 
direction, typography and illustration –  
show us how beauty can improve the world.
A book you can judge by its cover.

Sagmeister & Walsh: 
Beauty Stefan Sagmeister 
and Jessica Walsh
Phaidon Press, 2018
280 pages

Why the Wheel Is Round
Steven Vogel
University of Chicago Press, 2016
344 pages






